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Destination I n f o r m a t i o n
The seminar i s being held a t the Camino Real Hotel, located a t 101South EL Paso Street,
El Paso, Texas 79901. We have moms blocked a t a rate of 189 per night.
You w i l l need t o make a reservation by A p r i l 10, 2002 i n order t o guarantee this room
rate and availability.

CANCELLATIONS
I f you register but cannot attend and would like a refund less a $50 cancellation
orfax ~512,46g.g10,
by Aprii29th,
fee),

-

SCHOLARSHIP REQUESl5
There are a number of schoiarrhipr available t o deredng attorneys actively engaged
i n the defense of criminat carer who can demonstrate financial need. Schala~hip
requests must be in writing and state that the applicant is a member of the State
Bar of Texas, the length of time he/rhe has been practicing as a criminal defense
lawyer, and whether he/she has ever received a scholarship from CDLP, TCOLEI, or
the Friends of TCDU. No attorney who is on federal state or other public payrail is
able to receive a scholarship, except two rchoiarrhipr may be awarded to Public
Defenders who do not have acterr to CLEfundr. The application should include two
letters of retommendation: one from the Texar or federal judiciary. the other,
preferably, from a TCDLA member or part member, or current or part officer or
director of TCDLA. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE by April 1lU.

Call t h e Camino Real H o t e l a t 915f534-3099 and be sure t o mention t h e Criminal
t o receive our
rate.
~ef~n~
s ea w y projectwhen
~ , ~
making your m o m
Travel I n f o r m a t i o n

If
you are traveling b y air, Southwest Airlines is
Offering a 10% discounton most
of its
~~f~~~~
L~~~~~
already low
fares for travelto and from EL paso for the ,exas
Arsociation meeting.
You o r your travel agent may call t h e Southwest Airliner Group and Meetings
Reservations desk a t 1-800-433-5368 and refer t o ID CODE R9722. Reservations
Sales Agents are available 8:OO a.m. - 5:LlO p.m., Monday - Friday, or '330a.m. - 3:30
p.m.. Saturday and Sunday. You must make reservations five or more days prior t o travel
t o take advantage of t h i s offer.
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CLE IN~RMATION
An application for accreditation of this activity has been submitted to the MCLE
committee of the State Bar of Texar and i r pending. It is expected that the State
Bar ofTexas wiilaccreditthir program for 12.25 hours af Continuing Legal Education
credit including 1hour of ethics. Credit for attendance may be utilized toward the
CLE requirements for the certification and re-rettiffcation of attorneys i n criminal
law by the Texas Board of LegalSperiaiizationand towards the totalCLE requirement*
pf the State Bar of Texas.
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Sprint FCS is offering a 15% Wscount t o TFLA
members on its wireless Services.
Mstiq Sprint cusbmen. can receive the d b u n t
witho@mterruption
and new customers can receive
additional discounts on equipment,
Contact Kurt Hennfngton a t 512-3444255
Viteconline is offering TCDLA members pricing
advanta es on everything you need to run your o!fice,
suc8 as office supplies, equipment, and furn~ture.
I f you need it, they can get it to you at a low cost and
overnight. Contact Cora Forfin at 1-800-797-2969.
Hertz Car Rental is offering TCDLA members world-wide
discounts on all business and leisure car rentals.
You will need the member I D so call our ofjireefirst
and then call He& at 1-800-654-2200.
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LeaalEdae Qtse Manaaemnt Software i s offminu a
gioup rate to T ~ L members
A
based upon Ehe
number of a o o l e ourchasina. The compaw will also
perionalize the s st& to include the names,
addresses, telephone num ers, and other biographical
information of every Judge, Court and investigating
agency i n the State of Texas for the database.
Call l e Ann Horrocks at 1-228-872-8429.

f:

Lots Law is offering a 10% discount t o our members.
tail DavSd Cross at 2-800-364-2535 x 2260 or
dcross@lofslawmm.

R & R Bookstore i n San A n t ~ n i ois offerina a
'!meet or beat" the Lowest price on all legal maten'ds.
I t will not charae
" for shiodna and has EVERY legs(
pkblication imaginable.
Call Rohert DoaaIdson a t 210-225-1107.
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DELL.COM is offering TCDLA referral fees for Dell
hardware purchased online through the TCDLA website.
Go t o TCDLA.com for the Dell link.
Subscription Sewices lnc. is offering up to a 50%
discount
off the cover orice of nearlv
. ..
every magazine printed foiour members-.
Call Marilyn at 1-800-289-6247.
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Motions Disk, Yau ate entitfed to 1ftee e ~ p of
y Our
State motions disk.
Voicefor the Defense. You will receive the only
state-wide magazine published exclusively for
criminal defense attorneys.
Capital Lftigaffon Update. You can receive the only
state-wide magazine published exclusively for capital
Strike Force. Whenever zealous advocacy results in
threats of contempt against you, the best criminal
defense attorneys in the state will come to your defense.
Directory. You will receive an annual membership
directory organized by county, city and last name.
Members Only Website. As a member you have actess
t o the membersdonly section bf the TCDLA website. The
members-onIy section contains h u n d ~ d sof motions,
briefs, a list o f elpert witnesses, test~monyof expert
witness&, and t n a l tactics.
Scholarships t o TCDLA Seminars. Only TCDLA members
can receive scholarships to TCDLA seminars.
Second Chair Program. Only TCDLA members can
participate i n the 2" Chair Program that pairs
experienced attorneys with those needing more
experience i n trials and hearings. To sign up, wsit our
website at www.tcdla.com.
Assistance with Legal Questions. You can e-mail a
question to the TCDLA home office and we will help you
get your question answered through the assistance of
over 2000 criminal defense attorneys.
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Rusty Duncan
The 15" annual Rusty Duncan seminar and the 31" a~nmalmeeting of the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyeis Association is set for June 6-8 at the San Antonio Marriott
Rivercenter. Mark Daniel and Chuck Lanehart have put together an excellent program
that will provide piactical as well as expert advice. The Friends of TCDLA will feature a
Hawaiian theme for the Friday night party. The appropriate dress will be aloha casual
weal; available for purchase during the seminar. We have planned a Hawaiian show for
the party, along with a great dance hand that will play after the show. We hope all will
come and celebrate TCDLA's 31'' yeal:
The best p a t of this seminar is that it gives us time to reflect on the man, Rnsty
Duncan, whom we honor. Rusty Duncan had a master's degree in English and was a
professor at the Univeisity of North Texas. He began p~acticingcriminal law in 1971. In
1987 he was elected to the Court of Criminal Appeals where he served until his untimely
death in 1990 at the hands of a dmnken driver. Rusty Duncan loved the English language
and used it beautifully in many of his opinions. (From this description, one might believe
that Rusty acted like staid English professor - wrong.)
Rusty loved the outdoors, motorcycles, and the wild life. If asked to relate some of
Rusty's antics by younger members, his good friends will reply, "The statute of limitations
has not run out." He was a hear of a man who knew how to work hard and play hard.
While on the Court he authored someof its most memorable decisions. RandallDale
Adam's conviction and death sentence for the murder of a police officer was overturned.
Rnsty Duncan in his opinion showed howprosecutoiial misconduct unchecked could lead
to the conviction of an innocent man. The case was so sensational that it was turned into
a television docuinenta~yentitled "The Thin Blue Line." Setting aside death sentences
has never been popular among the electorate in the state of Texas. Judges arc inundated
with angry mail each tnne a death sentence is reversed. This never stopped Rnsty.
In Lortg tr Slate, he wrote the majo~itydecision that held Article 38.071
unconstitutional on its face. In his view, it was a clear violation of the basic right of
confrontation. Since his death, many of his opinions have been ovem~led,distinguished,
or severely limited. Regardless, his passion for the law aid justice still lives on throngh
those marvelous opinions.
So, starting on June 6'4 we will again honor Rusty Duncan's courage, his zest for
life, and his principals. Join us for the best seminar in the state. It is half the time and
expense ofthe State Bar Advanced course and fen times more useful to the ciiminal defense
practitioner. It is the time we come together and grieve over our losaes, rejoice in our
wins, and generally have a great time in San Antonio.
Galveston's Capital Murder seminar was a roa~ingsuccess thanks to Phillip
Wischkaemper and the home office We had the largest attendanceever at such a seminar,
most on scholarships. On Maroh I", TCDLA in conjunction with the Austin Criminal

PRESIDENT'S
MESSA~E
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Defense Lawyers, put on the free indigent defense seminar
that trained and certified the attorneys in Travis County who
are on the court appointment list. Almost 200 attended,
including Judge Orlinda Naranjo who serves on the state Fair
Defense Task Force. Our series, "Developing the Theory of
the Case," has traveled all over Texas training attomeys who

iepresent the poor. We have decided that all future telephone
seminarswill be free of charge inorder to reachmore attorneys
in outlying areas wishing to impmve their lepresentation of
the indigent. TCDLA continues its vigoro~rscolnmitment to
train attorneys who handie court appointed cases. &

July 11-12

April 11-12

DWI2002 **
La Quinta Conference Center
Arlington

CDLP Hiis the Beach

April 18

What Do You Have To Hide?
Challenging Searches

Omni Bayfront Hotel
Corpus Clwisti

July 25

Defending Juveniles
Phone Seminar
4-6pm

Phone Seminar
4-6pm

May 2-3

August 22

Developing the Theory of the Case
Camino Real Hotel
El Paso

Immigration Conseqliences

June 6-8

Federa?Law Short Course **

Phone Seminar
4-6pm

September 5-6

15"'AnmualRusty Duncan Seminar
Marriott Rivercenter Hotel
San Antonio

Renaissance Perc Marquette
New Orleans

September 7

June 8

Board Meeting

Board Meeting

** Open Only to Criminal Defense Lawyers
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Home Office
Happenings,

M

arch through June is the busiest time of the year for TCDLA and CLDP. We
will conduct eight seminars across the State, from El Paso to Galveston to
Arlington. We project we will provide CLE training for over 1,000 lawyers.
You might ask how do we hope to accomplish this lofty goal? TCDLA has
always functioned through the hard work of our board members and members at large
who volunteer their time and expertise. Furthermore, TCDLA has always been fortunate
to have a professional staff that is dedicated and competent. Together this combination of
talent and support produces outstanding results. Many thanks to a11 of you who have been
involved this year end those of you who will be involved through the rest of the year.
TCDLA is successful because of your contributions.
One of the challenges for the future is how to heIp TCDLA attract and retain new
young lawyers. What are the opportunities for welcomingond inviting new young lawyers
to participate in TCDLA activities?What are the meaningful mentoring activities? What
are theactive recruitment strategies to $sPek oat the new young lawyer?
An issue that faces most organizations after a period of time is that of competition.
By competition1mean other organizationsthat are involvedin CLE training, inernbetshiplikeactivities or professional promotional activities.Who are our competitors?How does
TCDLA deal with competition?How do we stay wmpetitive? What are the new areas for
TCDLA involvement? What me our strengths and areas of improvement to stay ahead of
our competition?Where can we be most successful for our membership?
TCDLA receiws approximately $1.0 million a year forthe Criminal Defense Lawyer%
Project from the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. There is growing concern about the
impact of thestagnant Tems economy on the state budget for 2004-2fJO6Andin particula~,
the direct impact on our grant from the Court of Criminal Appeals. The appropriations
for our grant wme from Fund 540, which is derived from courts costs. Estimates of the
short fall in the upcoming state budget bienniumare from$3 to $LO+ billion.We will need
to closely monitor this situation in the months to come.
TCDL.4s' strength is from its membership. Over the past months TCDLA has ~vorked
with local criminal defense associations to co-sponsors CLE seminars. We have been
a~ccesshl
in thesec011aboratians. We welcon>eany apporfunitytoworkwithlocaldefense
lawyers to develop and conduct CLE seminars. Please call the home office for more
information.
I look forward to meeting and working with you in the months to come.

EXECUTIVE
Dl RECTOR'S
PERSPECT~VE

Great verdicts to all of you.
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Deferred

w

hy does anyone apply for felony deferred adjudication?Thisquestion,wvhich
I ask often, came up again upon review of the decision of the Court of
CriminaIAppealsin Woods v. Stan, CauseNo. 1889-00,deuded on February
20,2002. In Woo& a juvenile had been certified for trial a&an adult on a
charge of aggravated robbery; she was placed on deferred adjudication community
supervision for ten years pursuanf to a plea bargain. After the revocation of her deferred
adjudication and the imposition of a fiftyyear prison sentence, she sought to appeal the
propriety of the order certifying her prosecution as an adult by fling a general notice of
appeal. The Court of Criminal Appeals held that because she had pled guiltypursuant to a
pleabargain and had been sentenced within the terms ofthe plea bargain, she was required
to give notice of appeal pursuant to Texas Rule of dpp0llate Procedure 25.2(b)(3), That
familiar provision requires that the notice of appeal: (1) Specify that the appeal is for a
jurisdictional defect; (21 specify that the substance of the appeal was raised by written
motion and ruled on before trial; or (3) state that the trial court granted permission to
appeal. Because Ms. Woods notice of appeal failed to comply with Rule 25.2(b)(3), her
appeal was dismissed.
The holding of the Court of Criminal Appeals, that an appeal from an adult
certification order in a judicial proceeding must be made in compliancewith Tez R,App.
Proe. 25,2(b)(3), is based upon the provisions of Article 44.47 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, which provides that a defendant may appeal an order of a juvenile murt
certifying a juvenile to stand trial as an adult and transferringthe defendant to a criminal
EDITOR'S court
aonly in conjunction with the appeal of a conviction of the offense for which the
defendantwas
transferred to criminal court." In order to drive the pointhome, sub-section
COMMENT(c) of article 44.47
@pecificallyprovides that an appeal of a certification and transfer order
is a criminal matter and is governed by the Code of Criminal Procedure and the T m s
Rules of AppellateProcedure, In Woods,the appellant gave a geneial notice of appeal and,
despite p~vailingat the Court of Appeals level, Woods V, State, No. 13-99-372-CR (Tex.
App-Corpus Christi 2000)bot designated for publication), her appeal was dismissed by
the Court of Criminal Appeals.
The truly amazing thing ahout this case is not that Texas' hypertechnical appeals
procedure felled another victim withameritorious claim, but rather, the sentence thatwas
imposed FoUowing revocation. The trial court sentenced Ms. Woods to a sentence of fifty
years in prison. The fact that the trial court had the broad and unfettered authority to
impose such a sentence, in a case where even the state believed that a probated sentence
was appropriate, exposes a serious flaw in the system that we have accepted and played
along with for far too long. We all know the litany and have repeated it to our dients for
years. 'If yon complete your probation then you will not have a conviction on your record,
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but if you screw up, the judge has the entire range of
punishment open on revocation."
Does anyone actually think that not having a technical
conviction offers such great benefits thatapelson should open
herself up ton draconiansrntenceat the unchecked discretion
of the trial court? Section 5(h) of Article 42.12 ofthu Codc of
CriminalProcedure,governingdeferredadjudication,provides
that no appeal may be taken from the determination by the
trial court of whether to proceed with an adjudication of guilt
on the original charge. That is broad pou*erfor the court, not
subject to review. The stories of first degree felony deferred
adjudication probationers receiving life sentences on
revocation are legion. Such an ououtconle makes little sense in
light of the reason for granting deferred adjudication in the
firstplace. Often, the State will offer it in aplea bargain when
the defendant does not have a climinal record, there are
mitigating circumstancesor the prosecutiou case is weak. The
tridl court will grant an application for deferred adjudication

~1

based on its belief that the accused is entitled to special
consideration because of his or her circumstances andlor the
circumstances of the offense. I have heard judges comment in
some cases they prefer deferred to straight community
supervision because they have a greater hammer to ensure
compliance with the terms and conditions of the supervision.
But what about the benefits of deferred? The collateral
consequences of a deferred adjudication arevirtually identical
to those of a conviction. Sex offenders must register, criminal
history under the federal sentencing guidelines is affected,
future employment, military service and State licensing of
professionals are all in jeopardy. So why do people do it?
Because we sell it. If the State offers deferred because it has a
weak case, maybe it should be tried instead of taking the easy
way out with a plea to deferred. Sometimes deferred may be
the best outconle for your client, but all too often it is the easy
way out for everyone - the trial court, the State, the defense
lawyer. Everyone except the accused, who has to live with it.&
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Trading Guns
for Drugs
Will Get You Convicted
Or Your Sentence Enhanced

D
F.R. "Buck" Fil~s,In.

envood Doper was arrested by city officers after hewas found to be in possession
of marijuana anda pistol. Ovenvhelmedby a desire to be candid with the officers,
Derwood gave a written statement which included the following language:
A corrpte ofnrontlrs ago, a gtiy tltntldenlt with cnnce fo
my home wit11a 38specinl he wanted to sell so I thoright
that it wodd be ngood idea to buy just bt casesomeone
tried to rob me. Igave the guy I don't know his nnmc
$75.00 worth ofweedfor tliegiin.
Derwood was, of course, a convicted felon -and you can guess what happened to
him next. His case got shipped over to the U.S. Attorney's office for prosecution by a
Target Exile prosecutor.
Probably only a handful of the members of our association have ever had a case in
which an unlucky defendant has been prosecuted for trading guns for drugs. Denvood,
thongh, wasn't the first defendant in America to have fallen into such a trap.
Nine years ago, John A ~ ~ g Smith
us
made it all the way to the Supreme Court after
being convicted of a violation of 18 U.S.C. $ 924(c)(l). Stnit11 v. United States, 508 US.
223,113 S.Ct. 2050 (1993). Smith and a companion went from Tennessee to Florida to
buy cocaine. While they were there, they met with Deborah Hoag, an acquaintance of
Smith. Shelined them up with a drug dealer who was really impressed with Smith'sMAC10 firearm, which had beeu modified to operate as an automatic weapon.
Unfortunately, this is another case of a good man led down the primrose path by a
sorry woman. Ms. Hoag turned out tobe a government informant. She introduced Smith
to an undercover officer who was posing as another drug dealer. When the officer also
expressed interest in purchasing the MAC-10, Smith insisted on trading it to him for two
ounces of cocaine. It doesn't take Paul Harvey to tell us about the rest of the story. The
officer left and then returned with other officers to arrest Smith.
A grand jury sitting for the district court for the Southern District of Florida returned
amulti-count indictment against Smith. Included was an allegation that he had knowingly
used the MAC-10 during and in relation to a drug trafficking crime. After his conviction
in the district court, Smith appealed arguing that §924(c)(1)$ penalty for usiuga firearm
during and in relation to a drug trafficking offense c o w s only situations in which the
firearmis used as a weapon. According to Smith, the provision did not extend to defendants
who use firearms solely as a medium of exchange or for barter. The Eleventh Circuit
affirmed his conviction holding that the plain language of the statute imposes no
requirement that the firearm be used as a weapon. Instead, any use of "the weapon to
facilitate in any ntnlrner the commission of the offense" suffices.
Smithwas one of thelucky few to have a petition for certiorari granted by the Court.
Writing for the majority,Justice O'Conner authored anopinion which held that% criminal
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In the district court, Watts received a two level
wvho trades hls firearm for drugs'uses'it'duringand in relation
to [a1 drug trafficking crime' within the meaning of 5924 enhancement under U.S.S.G. 5 2Dl.l.(b)(l). On appeal, he
(c)(l)." The Court was divided with Blackmun filing a argued that the district judge had erred in enhancing his
concurring opinion and Scaiia filing a dissenting opinion in guideline level because the weapons found in his home had
whichStevensandSouterjoined.Five-one-threewasstiIIawin reached their final destination and were not part of a
for the government and a lesson for defendants who might continuingdrug transaction.
chose to trade guns for drugs.
Judge Merritt, writing for the panel, was gentie when he
Derwood was not theonly one to wind up recently rvith a stated that Watts' argument lacked merit. He pointed out that
"drugs For guus" problem in a district court. Last year, Watts'admiseion that he received the f~earmsin exchange for
Christopher Watts had a case affirmed in the Sixth Circuit, heroin was sufficient to trigger the presumption that the
UnitedStates v. Watts,2001 WL 128319 (6" Cir. -2001 -not
enhancement applied since it was not clearly improbable that
the
weapons were connected with the offense.
selected for publication).
To date, there are no cases from the United States Court
Law enforcement officers had executed a search warrant
for Watts' residence and discoveied heroin and a number of of Avueals for the Pifth Circuit discussing
" the fact situat;n=
weapons. Like Derwaod, Watts could not resist being candid similar to those presented in Snzifh and Watts; however, the
rvith the officers. He admitted to them that the filearms which lmson is clear: Defendants who are candid with officers are
he had were received by him in exchange for supplying heroin seldom rewarded for their virtue.&
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$aving for your

It's Less Painful Than You Think
espite recent changes in the stock market, we all still hope to retire at a
reasonably young age. Congress has created several vehicles through which
we can more easily achieve this goal, hut likemost everything that comes
out of bureaucracy, it has gotten exceptionally cnmpIicated. This article
provides a very brief description of several retirement account options that
are commonly available and appealing to attorneysmd law firms asa benefit to owners,
an attractive benefit for recruiting office personnel, and a means of rewarding and
inspiring employee loyalty The descriptions in this article are only general, and before
selecting a plan for yourself or for your office, you should discuss your goals with an
estate planning attorney, a business law attorney, your CPA, andlor an investment
prafessional.

CORNEF
0FFic1

Individual Retlrement ArrangementtAccount (IRA)
An IRA is a retirement savings plan that allows you to save money, on a taxdeferred basis, for your retirement. Theaccount is self-managed, so you determine your
investments, account manager (ifany), and kvel of risk you are willing to bear. The
earnings of an IRA are not taxed until they are distributed, and in the case of n Roth
IRA and sometitneean Education IRA, not even then. IRAs are generally not employersponsored, and it is up to you to create your own account,with your own selected bank
or investment company IRAs are generally celebrated for their simplicity,the control
they afford the taxpayeriinvestot, and the ease with which they can be created and
administered; however, they are disparaged for their low contribution limits.
There are several types of IRAs:
DeductibleIRAs
If you have a modified adjusted gross income (AGI) of no more than $34,000 for
2002 if you are single (phase-out to $44,000), or $54,000 for 2002 if you are married
(phase-out to $64,000), and you do not participate in an employer's qualified plan,
then you can make an annualtax-deductible contiibutmn to your IRA for 2002 of up to
$3,000 (or the amount of your total compensation, if it is less than $3,000). These
amountsincrease to $4,000 for years 2005 to 2007,and $5,000 in 2008, andare adjusted
for inflation thereafter. A non-working spouse can esablish a Spousal IRA, with the
same contribution limits, so long as the income of the working spouse exceeds both
contribution amounts. Money held in an IRA account will growwithout being suhject
to income taxes, and will then be taxed as ordinary income when it is withdrawn from
the account. You must begin makingwithdrawals from your IRA when you reach the
age of 70% and the withdrawalsare based on yourlife expectancyand thelifeexpectancy
of your named beneficiary.
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Nan-Deductible IRAs
If you participate in an employer-sponsored retirement
plan, your additional contr~butionto an IRA account will not
be deductible for income tax purposes. Also, if your modified
AGI is too high to allow you to contribute to a deductible IRA
for any year, you can still contribute to an IRA, but tannot
take an income tax deduction for such contribution. The
contr~butionlimits for a non-deductible IRA are the same as
those detailed for a deductible IRA. Like the deductible IRA,
the funds in the account grow without bemgsubject to income
tax, and are taxable when withdrawn. At that time, a fornlula
is applied to determine the portion of the withdrawal that is
taxable, and which is a return of contribution. A nondeductible IRA is subject to the same withdrawal requirements
(beginning by age 70%) that apply to a deductible IRA.
Roth IRA5
You can make a contribution to a Roth IRA if you have a
modifiedAG1in 2002 of no more than $95,000 if you are single
(phase-out to $110,000), or$150,000ifyou are married (phaseout to $160,000), and if you have a taxable income of at least
the amount being contributed, regardless of whether you
participate in an employer's qualified plan. Nan-working
spouse contributions to a Spousal Roth TRA are also allowed.
Contribution limits for a Roth IRA are the same as those
detailed for a deductible IRA, but these contributions are not
tax deductible. Like a regular IRA, the funds in a Roth IRA
growwithout being subject to income taxes,but unlike aregular
IRA, they are not subject to income taxes when they are
withdrawn by you (or by your named beneficiary, after your
death). Also unlike a traditional IRA, withdrawals are not
required to begin when you reach the age of 70%;because of
this, Roth lRAs can be a powerful estate planning tool.
Education IRAs
Also called a CoverdeU ESA, this tyye of IRAwas intended
to provide tax relief for the payment of certain qualified college
expenses. Contributions are limited to $500 per year per
beneficialy, and d o not count against the limits for
contributions to retirement IRAs. The contribution phase-outs
are currently the same as those for the Roth IRA. No income
tax deduction can be taken by the contributor in the year of
contribution, but the funds grow without being subject to
income taxes, and are not taxable upon withdrawal, so long as
they are used for qualified expenses. If the named beneficiary
of the account does not go to college (or, more optimistically,
gets a full scholarship) the funds may be rolled over, tax-free,
to another Education IRA. (Before startinganEducation IRA,
you should also consider a $529 plan,which has more flexible
contribution limits.)
Keogh Plan
A Keogh plan is an available option for sole proprietors
or partnerships. Employeesrneetingcertain requirementsmust
be dowed to participatein the plan. Aself-employed individual
can deduct contributions on behalf of himself and participants
(employees). Employees can also contribute on their own
behalf, but their voluntary contributions are not tax-deductible,

and are subject to contribution limits. The contribution
amount is generally significantly higher than that of an IRA,
and the allowable contribution amount depends on what type
of Keogh planis in place. The earnings grow tax-free, and are
then taxed when distributed. The distribution requirements
for a Keogh plan are the same as those for an IRA. The biggest
drawback to Keogh plans is that they are very complex, and
most of them are subject to strict annual reporting
requirements.
Simplified Employee Pensions (SEPs)
SEPs are subject to more favorable contribution limit
rules than IRAs. In addition, they are not subject to the much
more complicated rules and reporting requirements ofKeogh
plans. An employer makes a contribution to a SEP on behalf
of qualified employees. Once the funds are placed within the
SEP plan, they are treated like other IRA funds; the funds are
held in an employee's account under the employee's name, they
arevested immediately, they grow tax-deferred, and are subject
to income tax upon withdrawal. Thongh there is currently a
question relating to a technical provision of the tax code, it
appears that for 2002, deductible contributions are allowed
for up to 25% of the employee's compensation. SEP accounts
are fairly simple, and are not subject to annual reporting
requirements. As apotential drawback, the employeris required
to make contributions for all qualified employees during the
year, even if an employee is no longer employed at the time of
the contribution.
SIMPLE Plans (Savings Incentive Match Plans for
Employees)
This is an attractive type of retirement plan for a small
employer to offer, available to employerswho have fewer than
100 employees who earn more than $5,000 a year. Employees
may choose to defer a portion of their compensation (up to
$7,000 in 2002) and employers must match up to 3%, or the
en~ployermay elect to make a non-elective contribution for
aueligible employees.This type of plancanoperateas a 401(k)
(distribute to a trust or annuity type account), or as an IRA
(distribute to a separate account in each employee's name).
These funds are vested immediately.Distributions are required
in thesamemanner asIRAs. Theseplans are fairlysimple from
an administrative standpoint and, unlike 401(k)s, do not
require a certain level of employee participation.
401(k) Plans
With a 401(k) plan, the employer has more control o w
the invested funds, though the employee is often given options
for determining his level of risk. The employee cannot
withdraw the funds until he terminates his employment or
retires, unless in cases of hardship. The employee is generally
not fully vested for a period of time in the employer's
contribution, which is governed by the plan provisions; note
that the employee is always 100% vested in his own
contributions to the plan. Employee participation requirements
are imposed. Each employee may make an elective deferral of
up to $11,000 for 2002, and the employer deduction is limited
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to the lesser of 25% of the employee's wage, or $40,000. If the anticipated retirement income tax bracket, the current number
401(k) plan permits, employees may make loans from their of qualified employees in your firm, the anticipated number
401(k) account, which rnust be repaid within fiveyears. There of qualified employees in your firm, the amount of money
is not as much flexibilityin this type of retirement account for the employer is willing to contribute to a retirement plan, the
either the employer or the employee. Changes may be made amount of money the employer is willing to pay to establish
by the employee only two times a year. The rules governing andadminister the plan, and the age ofthe participants, among
withdrawal of the fund are similar to those imposed on IRAs. others. Some retirement plan options may still be a d a b l e
The power of a tax-deferred growth featurein a qualified for contributions for the2001 tax year,so make plans to speak
retirement plan is irrefutable. For many younger taxpayers, the with an advisor prior to fding your income tax return. &
power of the Roth IRA is outstanding, presuming positive
growth in the account. However, there are many factors that
should be considered prior to selecting the plan that is right Bethamr Eccles isan attorney atrdCPA with the lawfirni ofHilgers
for you, and for your office, including whether you care to arrd Watkirts,RC. She specinlizer iri estntepIanttit~gnndprobate
provide for employees or only for your own retirement, your issues.

hfichael S. Walsh and the firm of Lee
& Walsh is pleased to announce that
his office is relocating to 628 North
Boulevard, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
The phone number will remain 2251
344-0474 and the fax number will
remain 2251344.9124.
Nancy B.Barohn hasrelocated to 1202
S. Alamo Street, San Antonio. Her
telephone number is 2101271-8100.

Paul Holloway is pleased to announce
his new ofice address.207E. 6th Street,
Plainvierv,Texas 79072.Telephone 8061
293- 1507; Facsimile 8061293-1940,
TCDLAPast President,Ron Goranson,
has moved officesto: One Quadrangle
Tower, Suite 850, 2828 Routh street,
LB. 10, Dallas, Texas 75201.21416511122
S. James McHadett, has moved his

offices to: 111 Soledo, Ste. 700, San
Antonio, TX 78205.
Harry Arroyo has moved his offices to:
9330 LBJ Freeway, Suite 900, Dallas,
Texas 75243,2141712-5654; 972/276-
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state and federal prosecutor and for
the last 11years practiced as a defense
attorney in Humhk, Texas.

TCDLA board member, Lydia ClavJackson of Conroe, is running for
248th Criminal District Court in
Harris County.

This page is a corrected copy of page 55 in the 2001-2002 Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Directory. You may cut this page out and paste it over the incorrect printed page of your directory. We
apologize for the inconvenience.
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One Hundred DNA
Exonerations:
A Clarion Call for Action

0

ne hundred persons have been exonerated by DNA testing since 1989. Some of
the exonerated had plead guilty to the offense for which they wele ultimately
and definitively cleared, demonstrating that false confessions are a reality.
Serology testing, mistaken eyewitness identification, jail house informant
testimony and unmonitored forensic lab work also p~oducedthese wrongful convictions.
No one has an interest in imprisoningtheinnocent, least of all the prosecutors charged
with upholding such convictions.By doing so theyvictimize the innocent convicted person
and the offense'svictim. Imagine how JeannettePopp felt. For twelve yeals she was confident
that her child's rapists and murders were in prison. Then she leamed that the real culprit
had roamed flee to rape and victinlize two more women while two innocent men were
wrongly imprisoned because an Austin Police Officer coerced a false confession from one
of them. The other innocent person convicted for this offense was totally disabled by a
heating he ~eceivedwhile in prison.
Knowing that when the guilty go free evelyone is victimized, enlightened and
professional prosecutors are receptive to re-examining convictions. But the more common
reaction to a challenge isincredulity and resistance.Whetherthisreticenceisdue to political
expediency or an interest in promoting the finality of criminal trials, the advent of DNA
testing provides us a definitive method of p~ovingwhen convictions involving biological
evidence are wrongful. Bnt the exoneration of one hundred pelsons since 1989 also provides
ample evidence that our system is inadequate. Although finality is important in business
dispntes and quarrels over money,when the consequence of error is that thestate victimizes
innocent persons and unleashes violent offenders to hurt and kill again, finality loses
importance.
THIS IS TEXAS'PROBLEM
Of the one hundred persons exonerated by DNA, twelve of them ale from Texas.'
They are Gilbert Alejandro, convicted in 1990 of aggravated sexual assault and released in
1994. Bexar County Seralogist Fred Za~nsecured Alejandro's conviction by testifying that
his DNA conclusively nlatehed the semen recovered from the victim. Ben Salaear was
convicted in Aostin, Texas, of rape in 1992 and exonerated in 1997. Kevin Byrd was
convicted ofrapinga eight-month pregnant ~vomanin Houstouin 1995a ~ l was
d exonerated
after twelve years imprisonment. The prosecutor, judge and she1iff asked ~eluctantformer
governor Bush to pard011 Byid after DNA evidence cleared him. A.B. Butler was freed
after serving seventeen years for a rape and kidnapping in Smith County, Texas, that he
did not commit. Centuiion ministries paid for Mr. Butler's DNA testing. Ten years after
being convicted for the rape and murder of a sixteen-year-old girl in Livingston, Texas,
Roy Criner was pardoned because mitochondria1DNA evidence proved he wms not the
girl's assailant. According to a Houston press investigation, police had suppressed this
evidence for yean.
Anthony Robinson also served ten years and was on parole before he cleared himself
of a clime he did not commit, the rape of a University of Houston college co-ed. He was
convictedby virtueofthenlistakeneye witness testimony of thevictim who had previously
given police a description of her attacker that did not match Robinson.After he was plsced
on palole, Robinson earned the money for the DNA testing that exonerated him. Carlos
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Lavernia, a Cuban national, was convicted in 1985 and
sentenced to 99 years for the ape of an Austin, Texas, woman.
Calling him the Barton Creek rapist, Austin police said that
Lavernia was responsible for seven rapes. DNA testing
established in 2000 that he was not involved in any of them.
David Pope was convicted in Garland, Texas, of an 1986
rape. While the victim identified him as her attacker, DNA
evidence proved his innocence in 2001 after he had served
fifteen years. Richard Danziger and Chris Ochoa were freed
in 2001 for the rape and murder of Jeanette Popp's daughter
in Austin. As mentioned earlier, their conviction was secured
by a false confession coerced by an Austin police officer. The
real killer, Achin Marina, wrote several letters admitting his
guilt to prosecuto~s,police, newspapers and the ACLU before
any action was taken. Mr. Marina has since been sentenced to
life for the killing.
Victor Thomas served fifteen years for the rape, robbery
and kidnapping of a Waxahachiewoman.The victim identified
him as her attacker while DNAevidenceproved she was wrong.
His case gained attention because Thomas engaged in a letter
writing campaign protesting his innocence. Calvin Washington
was rclcilsd after serving thirteen years for a r.ipc and murder
he did not co~nmil.'l'hcreal killer of the \Vaco,li.xas, victim
had mped and killed again before taking his own life. Waco
police, following evidence the prosecution had lejected, were
able to identify Bennie Carroll as the true culprit in the lapel
murder ofwhich Washington was c0nvicted.A New Yo1kTimes
magazine repol ter, Fledrick Dannen, paid for DNA test that
freed Washington.
A common theme in many of these cases is that the
innocent imyrisonedperson and lay people in the media and
in education have remedied the wrong. While our judicial
process e~rsuresone tolerably fair trial, it provides no current
failsafe. It provides no court appointed attorney for clemency
work and our board of pardons and paroles often cites court
review as a reason not to ~e-examinea conviction. Thesolution
must came front reforms within the system.
DNA TESTING AND THE INNOCENCE PROTECTION
ACT -A START
It is hard to quantifj.how many other convictions in Texas
are wrongful. DNA testing is l i e the canary in the mine shaft.
Mine~salways brought caged canaries to work so that by the
birds' deaths they would be warned about the presence of
poisonous gases befote they were affected by them. The one
hundred exonerations by DNA evidence demonstrate that
coerced confessions, mistaken eye witness identification,
compromised forensic science, suspect jail house informant
testimony, and pressure from the com~nunityfor swift
resolution of crimes does not assure us of justlce.
Altl~oughthehlocence ProtectionActzthat prov~desfor
DNA testingand the preservation of evidence is an important
step toward assuring oulselves that we are correctingwmngful
convictions that are femediable,our organizationmustpurs~ie
additional reforms includiog the recording of interrogation
sessions and non-suggestive identification procedures. Texas'

Accomplice Witness lule' provides some protection from
suspect testimony by those with something to gain hut does
not currently extend to jail house informant testimony. Since
jail house informantshave as much to gain from Mse testimony
that incriminates the prosecution suspect, the accomplice
witness ruleshould be extended to jail house informants. Other
sensible reforms should include independent audits of crime
lab personnel, procedures and proficiency and the creation of
a simplenew rule of evidence,first proposed by Keith Hampton
at our lust legislative session: Evidence of innocence is always
relevant. Through these effortswe may not achieve perfection.
But in the striving we can seek absolution for our own failing.
It is not the critic that couirts; not the 11ma11 who
poinfs out how the strong man stum[l[cs. Or where
the doer of deeds codd have done befter. The credit
belorlgs to the nlnn who is actually b~theareiia, whose
face is marred by drtst and rtveat and blood; who
strives valinirtly; who errs, and coines short again nrul
ngnin, bemrse thete is no effort witlwut error and
the
shortconrirrg; who knows the great enfh~~siosrr~s,
greotdevotions; whospends hilrtselfirt a worthy mme;
who nt best knows in ilie end the tritrmph of high
achievernet~t.A I I nt
~ worst, if he fails, a t leasf fails
while daringgrently, so that his plnce shall itellet be
with those coM arid timid rosds who know neither
victory nor defeat."-President Theodore
Rooserrelt, "me Mail in theArenaXParis, 1910 &
Endnotes
1. All but one of thelawyers I could identify whoassisted

these innocent men in obtaining their freedomwere members
of TCDLA. The honor IOU includes, in chronological order,
Enlmit Harris, Karyl Krug and David Schulman, Randy
Schaffer, Bill Allison, Mike Charlton, and Walter Reeves. In
almost every case the Innocence Project was involved under
the leadership of Barry Scheck and Pete~Neufeid.
2. Codified at Article 64.01 et seq. of the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure.
3. Codified at A~ticIe38.14 of the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure.

Cynthia Hujar Orr, TCDLA"s First Vxe
President, is with thefin1 Gold~kn~,
Goldstein
and Hilley ill Sari Anfoitio. She is also
chairperson for the Death Penalty and
Inmcence Cominiffeafot TCDLA. Furtho, she
is on the board of Direcforsf o r t11e National
Associntioil of Critnirtal Defense Lawyers,
P~tblicRelations Co-chair, Death Pe~lalty
Committee Vice Chair, and Anti-Tenorism Task Force member.
She clerkedfor Fifth CircrritJrrdgeErt~ilio
Garza when he ~vason
thefederal district court bench and obtained thefirstcoitfissrort
of error in a death pt.rmltycnsefrom the TexnsAfforney Geiieml's
Ofice. She is most active ndvocating crinrii~al
justice refornrs.
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JurySummation
According to the Code of the West

"SlImmati~n"

or"fina1argument"is where&(
triallawyer puts the whole case together for the jury. It i
here that we can both snatch victory from the jaws of de
feat orrve can defeat ourselves. So, what is final argument
It isa timc that we hope to turn an entire courtroom o
individuals into asingle bodyof thought that will be car
ried to an undeniable conclusion. Clearly, it is our fina
opportunity to persuade each juror to decide the case ir
our favor.
It is also"comrnunication" and"theater"where we
hopefully go from presentation to persuasion. Mofeover
summation is the time we want to nmve from being a
writer to being a person It is a rime that we should speak
from our hearts, feeling the heart of our client, to the
hearts of the individnal jurors. For the triallawyer, this is
our chance to enhance and pnt into proper prospective
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BOOKS TO READ

5. Prepare and rehearse (get a wpy of the court's charge too).
6. Anticipate your opponent's argument and respond if ap-

propriate. Tie the close to your opening. Be flexible. ReRemembering that summation is "us" talking to 'Turors
mind the jury if the state failed to do what prosecutor
and them talking back to us: it is recommended that you read
promised
in its opening.
two books.Thefirst is SevenHabits of Hixhly EfectivePeople by
7.
Admit
your
weaknesses. Make your weakest and scariest
Stephen Covey, a non-lawyer. This is noia feel-good book and
evidence
part
of your focus and explain its non-applicait is not one written forlawyers.Rather, it is a book clearlywrittion
and/or
uureliability.
ten how not only to understand you, but also, how to understand others. It is a book that teaches how to better see and 8. Be truthful and wear the white hat where you can. Where
you can't, then reach inside the juror for some common
hear what is really there and not what your mind automatically
experience for a bond of understanding to arise that extells you that you have been conditioned to think. It is also about
cuses
your dient.
fear and courage. Covey's book teaches you about being proac9.
TeU
a
personal story in plain English and work the theme
tive, beginning a task with the end in mind,putting iirstthings
you
developed
earlier ("Once upon a time. .P etc.). Use orfirst, seeking first to understand before being understood and
dinary
words
and
not legal ones. Your story must have a
to synergize. It is a great attorney tool to enhance the lawyer's
beginning,
middleand
one undeniable ending. Be passionneed to better communicate and to win.
ate and speak with the many colors of your feelings.
Thesecond bookis How to Argueand Win Every Tins by 10. Ask for what youwantl
Gerry Spence. It is a book written by an attorney for ordinary 11. Think psychodrama (rolereversal) and thinkhpeakin first
people but it is a must-read for the triallawyer. Ironically, it isa
person and in the present tense. The story is happening
book that reads as if Stephen Covey collaborated with Gerry
now. Make the story live for the moment by creating an
Spence as it was written. It is a book that speaks of seeing, hearongoing present event. Tell it as both the Defendant's and
ing, feeling, body language, understanding, fear, courage and
the jury's personal story.
winning.
12. Consider demonstrativeevidence.
Both of these b o o b are not one time reads. Rather, for 13. Watch where you stand
the trial lawyer, they should be read and re-read so as not to 14. Don't be tricky or slick. Think juror inclusion rather exforget the lessons oflife contained therein.
clusion. Striveto show the jury you trust them. Think trust,
trust and trust.
15. Speak with your eyes and look into each juror's eyes, one
WHAT IS THE CODE OF THE WEST?
juror at a time. Lookinto eachjuror's eyes before youspeak.
"Writeit in your heart. Stand by the Code, and it willstand
Seek acknowledgementl Do not give up on the juror who
by you. Ask no more and give no less than honesty, wnrage,
you think you've lost.
loyalty, generosity, and fairness." This Code of the West was
somethingthe cowboys carriedin their hearts and it is one that 16. Speak with body language.
17. Speak with a rhythm.
should be embraced by the trial lawyer, too.
18. Speak with silence.
The code was doing the right thing. The Code Put others 19. Speak from your heart to the juror's heart and end on a
first. It was telling the truth and wearing the white hat. The
high note, kouse
their capacity to care. ~~~~hto feelinCode told you that it was okay to have fear, It also told you that
side the juror.
fear could be overcomewith courage. More than anything else, 20. ~
-not
~the jury~
i guiltyu
~ doesdnot m e a n i t .
it was more important to keep the Code than to break it, he~ jury, that
~
~it means
~ 'hot
h proved;
~ ~ ~ lremind
, ~ the
cause a cowboy's honor was the key to his strength. Indeed, it
reasonable doubt comes from the evidence, from the lack
was his honor that was the key to how he perceived himself and
of evidence, and from conflicts in the evidence. Lastly, rehow others perceived him. Also, it was keeping the Code that
presuming your client inno.
mind the jury that other
made these perceptions one in the same. Interestingly, the Code
cent, there are no other presumptions that they can make.
was a story about telliug stories that we aU learned from their
teachings. This is the lesson to be learned by the trial lawyer.
RECOGNIZING THE GREATEST BARRIER
TO A WINNING CLOSING ARGUMENT
Fear is the greatestbarrier to a winning closing argument.
THE DO'S OF FINAL ARGUMENT
Fear is involuntary and is sometime referred to as"stage fright."
ACCORDING TO THE CODE
It can prevent us from unlocking our passion and most inner
1. Recognize and manage your fears.
2. Know yourself. Experiment and push yourself to learn feelings that show others who we really are. Fear can preclude
more about you. Find out who you are and be that person. us from making a human connection to both the client and the
3. Know your client and personalize andhumanize him (Billy jury which is so crltical to making awinningclosing argument.
Bob and not Mr. Defendantldehumanize the prosecutor, Recognizing its involuntary nature and that it exists within us
aU is the first step to winning a closing argument. The second
i,e., prosecutor or government lawyer).
stepis to,understand the fear andwhereit comes from. Finally,
4. Thinkand speak in terms of justice, fairness and equity.
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managing the fear is the last step in winning a dosing argument. But what is themfear"we are talking about from the trial
lawyer's view?
Webster's Dictimrary defines "fear" as an "unpleasant often strong emotion caused by expectation or awareness of danger; also: an instanceof or a state marked by this emotion; also
anxious concern." This four-letter word forms an interaction
and non-action basis For all humanaction. "Fear" is 180° from
itscousin"fearless."Thiscousin is also known by another name,
"courage." Although"fear"and"courage"are inextricably connected and intertwined, they are diametrically opposed, too.
Fear is that barrier that precludes andlor hinders humans
from, in an emotional way, operating mentally andlor physically at 100%. Logically, the removal of fear from the human
interactive taskmust result in anincreasein boththeefftciency
and performance of the task.
In his 1934 election speech, Franklin D. Roosevelt said
"that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself." These words
had the affect of creatingcouragein the minds andsouls of the
American people during the darkest days of the Great Depression. The "courage" came from both the acknowledgment of
the truthof the statenlent and because the people believed and
trusted their president. Roosevelt's sage words and example
ought be remembered and embraced by the trial lawyer.
As a trial attorney, one must consider if fear is a barrier to
rendering effective and professional assistance of counsel, and
if it is, then there is a need to both form a plan and implement
it, to overcome and1or manage that fear. The first step,of eourse,
is to recognize the fear and acknowledgeits affect. The second
step is to face the fear. The third and last step is to overcome it or
manage it, i.e. just doit! Todo thislast step is to achlowledgethe
risk of failure and take that risk.
"Courage" is the mental disciphe that undoes the fear. It is
the emotionalpower that allows one to seewith clarity that the
event giving rise to the fear from a person or a force deserves
consideration and attention, that the fear actually comes from
withirtyou and not from without. Recognizing this truism then,
it is obvious that the power of self is not diminished by any
outside force, rather, it can only be lessened by the self giving
away the power. Said another way, if you realize it is uot necessary to give up your power, that power becomes "courage" to
not only tianscend and obliterate fear, but also to overcome
the obstacle, task or opposing force at hand.
To better understand "fear" it is necessary to understand
"courage': What is "courage" and where does it come from?
Webster'sDictiotmry defines"courage"as an "ability to conquer
fear or despair: BRAVERY,VALOT.
Interesting, both "courage" and "fear" are learned. Accordingly, one can learn to retain power and focus it to overcome
fear. Clearly then, if "courage"is learned so is its power. "Courage" then, is the recognition that ignorance of selfbreeds fear.
The key here is to understand who you are, both consciously
and subconsciously, and then to he that person. Having the
knowledge of who you really are comes from the courage to
really look at yourself honestly and truthfully. Gerry Spence
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likens this to standing naked before the mirror,i.e.,yousee who
you really are. Accordingly, to know yourself, you cannot let
your ego miscolor who you are.You cannot pretend to be that
who you are not.You must be only you, although you can be a
person willing to learn more about his limitationrby exploring
and pushing on their outer limits.
Learning not to wrongly give away the power of courage is
to preclude fear's affect. Having courage, one can take the big
risk. Taking the big risk allows one to either "fail big" or %ucceed big.""Failing big," however, is not necessarily a bad thing
for it results in the trial lawyer not only learninghislimits, but
also how to extend, enhanceand broaden those limits. Know1
edge of self then breeds wisdom and effective communication
and persuasion.
"Courage"is the power "to do!" 'Tourage," then, is rooted
in the power that comes from the ivisdo~totnofknowing thatyori
have the power to give away or to keep the power"to do!'Having the power "to do" within you necessarily includes and encompasses the powermnotto do,"i.e.,"to donand"not to do"is
the same power if the action or inaction is intentional. Being

"fearless" is being emotionally free to intentionallyact or react
to an outside stimulus. More importantly, being "fearless" is
having the knowledge that courage power only comes from
within you.
Confidence comes from conrage, which comes from wisdom that comes from the power within the self: Once started
it becomes both cyclic and more powerful. Courage then is
the ability to recognize a false boundary and get beyond it.
Courage comes from the inner knowledge of who yon are.
So how does fear affect us as trial lawyers? It rears its ugly
head in the form of stage fright, stress, intimidation, and embarrassment We are afraid or uncomfortable to talk to jurors
in voir dire; to continue examination of a witness where we
know it is the light thing to do but don't do it for fear that the
judge or jury will be upset with us because of the additional
time it takes to do so; to get in the face of either the prosecutor
or the judge; to clearly, cogently and passionately present an
opening statement or make a closingargument; or oflosing, or
of being rejected, etc.,etc. Iniegard to fear,it has been said that
"you can't get rid of the butterflies of fear, but you can teach
them to fly in formation." Accordingly, we have the power to
teach ourselves how to manage and conquer fear. Recognizing
this fact is absolutely critical to bringing out the best in you as
a person.
THREE EXAMPLES OF GREAT AMERICANS
FOLLOWING THE CODE
If t h e ~ is
e any truism aboutbeing a triallawyes is that
each of us consciouslyor subconsciously have fears that sometimes prevent or hinder us from being our best. Fear can strike
the most brave. Exactly how the person deals with the fear is
what often makes the differencebetween the success or failure
of the task at hand and the success the person has in life.
Rntherford B. Hayes, Col. William E "Buffalo EillxCodyand
Gerry Spence provide three interesting and teaching examples
of recognition of fear, facing the fear and mustering the conrage to overcome it.
1. Rutherford B. Hayes
Rutherfard B. Hayes became President of the United States
l
At age 38, in 1861, he marched
in 1876. He was a t ~ i alawyer.
off to the Civil War as a Union solider. President Hayes fought
in the Battle of Antietam on September 17, 1862, which was
the bloodiest single day of war far Americans. On that day, over
25,000 soldiers were either killed, wounded or never found
again. For Hayes, he found his comradesbeing shot to his left,
to his right, in front of him and behind him. Hundreds of his
men fell near him all day as the battle raged on and Hayes himself was wounded. Interestingly, President Hayes wrote in his
~nanoirsthat his fear in battle was that "my actual feeling was
very similar to what I have when going into an important trial
-not diffe~entor more intense."
2. William Frederick Cody
William Frederick Cody, hunter, scout and guide, was a living legend of the out West. He became known to Americans
and to the world as "Buffilo Bill." Indeed, in the 1900's in Europe, he was the foremost recognired American in the world.

Cody was clearly a hero's hero. He's one of five civilians to win
the CongressionalMedal of Honor. No one who has read about
his exploits could ever say he was not a courageous man. Cody,
however, has a lesson for the trial lawyer in that he understood
fear and acknowledged it in his autobiography,Brr#alo Bill.
His fame wassuch thatBroadwayerrenproduced aplay about
him entitled Btrfalo Bill -the King of the Border Men. Here it
should he recognized that most of Cody's life experiences in
his fust 30 years involved trying to survive in the West against
the elements, robbers, hostile Indians and the Civil War and
yet he braved them all. It was not until he came to NewYorkon
business that he experienced the greatest Fear in his life when
he attended the play about h~mself.In his autobiography,Cody
writes:
The audience, upon learning that the real 'Buffalo
Bill' was present, gave several cheers between the
acts, and I was called a n to come out on the stage
and make a speech. Mr. Freleigh, the manager, insisted that I should comply with the request, and
that I should be introduced to Mr. Studley I finally
consented, and the next manlent I found myself
standing behind the footlights and in fiont of an
audience For the first time in my life. I looked up,
then down, then on each side, and everywhere I
sawa sea of human faces, and thousands of eyes all
staring at me. I confess that I felt very much embarrassed - never more so in my life - and I new
not what to say. I made a desperate effort, and a
few words escaped me, but what they were I could
not for the life of me tell, nor could any one else in
the house. My utterances were inaudible even to
the leader of the orchestra, Mr. Dean, who was sitting only a few feet in front of me. Bowing to the
audience, I beat a hasty retreat into one of the
cailons of the stage. I never felt more relieved in
my life than when I got out of the view of that immense crowd.
3. Gerry Spence
Gerry Spenie is a lawyer'slawyer. He is also a patriot. Mole
importantly, he is a warm human being and a great teacher. In
his bookHow to Argtre and Wi,r Every Time, Gerry writes of his
representation of Randy Weaver, who was charged with the
murder of a United States Marshal. Gerry speaks of the fear
that he had in that case just as he has had fear in each of his
cases. Describing his final aygunlent, Gerry says the Assistant
U.S. Attorney had just concluded his summation and:
I heard tlre judge speak those fateful words I had
low& for, arrd dreaded. 'Mr. Spent< yorr nrny begin
your orgtrrrrent.' Iglar~cedquickly at the jtcry They
rwre wntdring me us I walked toward them, wnitirrg
to hear me, wnifirrgto jrrdgz me. Corrldlotrswer the
US.nftorney? %VorrMthejirry believe me? Worrld I
nrensrrre trp? IJelt like rrm~~itrg.
Papped, I, like the
liorr, felt like clrnrgifrg.My heart was racitrg. I was
afraid God Alr~riglrty,I am always so afraid! (Em-
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phasis added).
Then I looked down at my feet and I tried to feel
where the fear actually lay. There it was, where I
always found it, pressing at my ribs on each side,
up high. I looked up at the jury 'Ladies and gentlemen of the jury,'I began.? wish I weren't so afraid,'
I heard myself saying,2 wish after all these years in
the courtroom I didn't feel this way, You'd think I
would get over it.'
Some of the jurors looked astounded Here was this
lawyer who had fearlessly guided the defendant's
case through the cross-examination of over half a
hundred mostly hostile witnesses - the FBI, the
marshals, the experts. Here was this man who
seemed always able to prevail now confessing his
fear. They watched. They waited. Their tentacles
were out - feeling, probing.
'Sm afraid I won't be able to make the kind or argument to you that RandyWeaver deserves,'I said.
'After nearly three months of trial,I'mah.aidI won't
measure up. I wish I were a better lawyer.' As always, the fear began to slink away and the argument began to take its place, one that was to consume nearly three hours. It was an argument that
was honest,audangry and humorous,one thatwas
punctuated with defects and false starts and syntax that would horrify any self-respecting English
professor. It was an argument that was a real as I
was able to be - an argument that, in the end, was
to fke my client.
Imagine how a trial would be different if your fear went away.
It is beyond preadventure that there would be a dramatic improvement in one's trial performance. Do you really knowwho
you are? Do yon have the courage to overcome your own fear
to know who you really are? When you try a case, do you bring
just the lawyer to the courtroom or do you bring your whole
person?
Hayes put into perspective the magnitude of the pressure
facing the trial lawyer when he equated being in battle with
being in trial. He overcame his fear by recognizing it, mauaging it, and overcoming it. Cody, also a hero in the field, recognized his fear of speaking in front of crowds and overcame it.
Indeed, Cody became the consummateshowmanwith his Wild
West Show around the world. Lastly, Gerry Spence,a living legend and wonderful teacher, not only acknowledges his fears as
a trial lawyer, but shows us how he deals with them as a means
to teath us how to deal with our own. Accordingly, the basis
and genesis for a winning summation is to face your own fears,
know who you really are and to conquer those fears by being
and draringyotir ~vlrolepersonwith the jmy.
GERRY'S TEN KEYS TO SUCCESSFULARGUMENT
In How to Argue otrd Wilt Every Time, Gerry lays out the
following ten keys to successful argument:
1. Prepwe. Prepare riritil we have become the nrgtrrnenf. Pre-
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pare until you know every scale on the hide of the fish. Having
prepared, next understand that good preparation is l i e writing a script for a screenplay. Proper preparation requires one to
tell the story and to assign roles to the parties. Cast your side as
the goodguys,as the side that is unjustly accused, wrongly despised, gravely misunderstood. Cast your side as the underdog.
And, when those for whom we argue cannot wear the white
hat, argue their case from inside their hides.
2. Open tJie Other to receive your argument. ["Trust begets
trust:' Empower the jury to make the decision their decision.
Let them know you do trust them hecause you actually do].
3. Give the argusrtW in tlzeform ofstory. We are genetic storytellers and listeners to stories. Remember, fables,allegories,
and parables are traditional tools of successful argument. Every movie, every soap, every sitcom, most lyrics in popular
songs, all operas and plays, most successfultelevision commercials are in story form. So do not forget what you have learned
already: jurors, the boss, the family, the Other are conditioned
to listen to stories. [You may even begin your argument by saying "Let me teU you a story about X" or "Once upon a time X"
Gerry says the key to story telling is that "before we can tell an
effective story to the other, we must first visualize the picture
ourselves."]
[Gerry also says that when we tell thestorywenot onlycommunicatewith words, but also,with various sounds of the words
and their rhythms. "We speak with silences. We speak with
hands, and bodies, with physical words -the way we pose or
stand or move." You must give the listener time to absorb what
you just said so pauses are important. "Words that do not create images should be discarded. Words that have no intrinsic
emotional or visual content ought to be avoided. Words that
are directed to the sterileintellectualhead-place should be abandoned. Use simple words, words that crentepicfrrresand adiotr
and that generatefeeling."]
4. Tell the tnrth. Being who you are is powerful. Saying
howyou feelis powerful. To be open and real and afraid, ifyou
are afraid, is powerful. The power argument begins and ends
by telling the truth. Truth ispower (Emphasis added). [Gerry
says always tell it from the heart].
5. Tell the Other whatyorr rvarrt. If you are arguing before a
jury for money, ask for money If you leave the Other to guess
what youwant, theirguessingmaybewrong, andguessingspoils
your credibility. [In the DWI trial, tell your jurors "I want you
to teUMr.he is not guilty. I want you to tell the Court,
the prosecutor, your neighbors, and the world that Mr.
is not guilty."]
Renlentlter the vower of,inrustice.
lurors will circrrrnvenf flte
,
law to mete ootjtrstice. People will break the law to obtain justice. People will die in wars to win it. People can live without
food or shelter or love. This is a species that can bear every
kind and character of pain except one pain - the pain of injust m . Discover thenatoral justice of your argument and ask for
it - demand it. (Emphasis added). [Think and speak justice,
fairness and right and wrong].
6. Avoid sarcasm, scorv, and ridictrle. Use lrrrmor carrtiorrsly.
Hold back insult. No one admires the cynic, the scoffer, the
mocker, the small, and the petty. Givingrespect to one's oppo-

...

nent elevates us. Those who insult and slight do so from low
places. [Donot call the witness a liar until you have permission
'om the jury to do so].
Remember: Respect is reciprocal.
The employment of humor can be the most devastating of
all weapons in an argument. Humor is omnipotent when it reveals the truth.But beware: attempting to be funny and failing
is o m of the most dangerous of all strategies.
7. Logic is power. If logic is on your side, ride it - ride it all
the way. If logic is not on your side, if logic leads to an unjust
result, it wiU have no power. As Samuel Butler said, "Logic is
Lke the sword - those who avveal to it shall perish by it."
Logic does not always lead to truth - or justice. Logic defeats spontaneity. Logic is often duU and is more comfortable
with the dead, for it is often without spirit.
Do not give up creativity for logic. However, the creative
mind will soon see that creativity is often served by logic.
8. Actior~and wiirning me brothers. The worst of head-on
attacks is oftenhetterthan the most sophiiticateddefense.Never
permit your opponent to take control. Do not defend when
you can attack. Counterpunching is for boxers, and
counterpunchers most often lose. The great champions of the
world take control. The great generals attack first, and attack
again.Take the initiative.Do sotnethirlg. But with those we love,
the best attack if often to attack with love, and, as we shall see,
winning is often accomplished by the art of losing.
9. Admit at the mttset the weak points bz your argrmtent. You
can expose your weaknesses in a better light than your opponent, who will expose them in the darkestpossible way. An honest admission, having come from you, not only endows you
with credibility, it also leaves your opponent with nothing to
say except what you have already admitted.
10. U~rderstnndyourpo~,er.
Giveyoune~perll~issio,r
-only to
tvitl. But remember,arrogance, insolence, andstupidityare close
relatives.
Take the winning sfatice. Turn on the Magical Arglinient.
[Geny says that the Magical Argument bulsts from the same
placein us which the argument is heardby them, i.e., the heart].
Open up and let the magic out. Trust it. Thke the risk. Jump.

import, however, is that both Gregory Peck and Matthew
McConaughey make you feel and understand what it is l i e to
be on trialand they do itby establishing a real human relationship with the jury.
Moreover, the arguments show how the eye contact, body
language, thelawyer's position from the jury, the simple words
used, voice, silence, and the rhythm of the summatian work
together to persuade thelistener that justice can only be served
by a finding of not guilty. The closing argument from the book
To KiU A Mockingbird colorfully demonstrates what Stephen
Covey and Gerry Spence describe to us as efFective communication:

THE COURTROOMAS A THEATEK
"All the world's a stage...and one man in his time
plays many parts." Sliakespeare, Heitry, IV

"Gentlemen," he was saying,"I shall he brief, hut I
would like to use my remaining time with you to
remind you that this case is not a difficult one, it
requires no minutesifting ofcomplicated facts, but
it does require you to he sure beyond all reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the defendant. To begiu with, this case should never have come to trial.
This case is as simple as black and white."

&.

A jury is to an audience as a courtroom is to a theater and
the trial lawyer is the scriptwriter, actor and director of what
happens in the courtroom theater. There are many lessons the
trial lawyer can learn fiom Hollywood and apply to the real
courtroom. The same thing that makes an actor believable to
an audience can also make the trial lawyer believable to the
jury. ?ko movies exemplify Hollywood closing arguments that
are instructive to the trial lawyer. They are To KiN a Mockiilgbirdstarriug G~egoryPeckandA Tline toKill starringMatthew
McCouaughey. Both filmsareexcellentexamples of what a dosing argument could be in real life. They acknowledge fear in
the trial lawyer. Both show how courage to speak from the heart
makes the argument powerful, identifiableand real. Of greater

He walkedslowlyup and down iu front of the jury,
and the jury seemed to be attentive: their heads were
up, and they followed Atticus's route with what
seemed to be appreciation. I guess it was because
Atticus wasn't a thunderer.
Anicus paused, then he did something he didn't
ordinarily do. He unhitched his watch and chain
and placed them on the table, saying, "With the
court's permission--"
Judge Taylor nodded, and then Atticus did something I never saw him do before or since, in pubic
or in private: he unbuttoned his vest, unbuttoned
his collar, loosened his tie, and took off his coat.
He'll ever looseued a scrap of his clothing until he
undressed at bedtime, and to Jem and me, this was
the equivalent of him standing before us stark naked. We exchanged horrified glances.
Atticus put his hands in his pockets, aud as he returned to the jury, I saw his gold collar button and
the tips of his pen and pencil winking in the light.
"Geutlemen," he said. Jem and I again looked at
each other: Atticus might have said, "Scout." His
voice had lost its aridity, its detachment, and he
was talking to the jury asif they were folks on the
post ofice corner.

"The state has not produced one iota of medical
evidence to the effect that the crimeTom Robinson
is charged with ever took place. It has relied instead upon the testimony of two witnesses whose
evidence has not only be called into serious question on cross-examination,but has been flatly coiltradicted by the defendant. The defendant is not
guilty, but somebody in this courtroomis."
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"I have nothing but pity in my heart for the chief
witness for the state, but my pity does not extend
so far as to her putting a man's life at stake, which
she has done in an effort to get ridof her ownguilt."
"I say guilt, gentlemen, because it was guilt that
motivated her. She has committed no crime, she
has merely broken a rigid and time-honored code
of our society, a code so severe that whoever breaks
it is hounded from our midst as unfit to live with.
She is the victim of cruel poverty and ignorance,
but I cannot pity her: she is white. She knew full
well the enormity of her offense, but because her
desires were stlonger than the code she was breaking, she persisted in breaking it. She persisted, and
her subsequent reaction is something that all of us
have known at one time or another. She did something every child has done - she tried to put the
evidence of her offense away from her. But in this
caseshe wasno child hiding stolen contraband: she
struckout at hervictin- of necessity she must put
himaway from her- he must be removed from her
presence, from this world. Shemust destroy the evidence of her offense."

"What was the evidence of her offense? Tom
Robinson, a human being. She must put Tom
Robinson away fmmn her. Tom Robinson was he1
daily reminder of what she did. What did she do?
She tempted a Negro."
"She was white, and she tempted a Negro. She did
something that in our society is unspeakable: she
kissed a black man. Not an old Uncle, but a strong
young Neg~oman. No code mattered to her before
she broke it, but it came crashing down on her afterwards."
"Her father saw it, and the defendant has testified
as to his remarks. What did her father do? We don't
know, but there is circumstantial evidence to iudicafe that Mayella Ewell was beaten savagely by
someone who led almost exclusively with his left.
We do know in part what MI. Ewell did: he did what
any God-fearing, persevering, respectable white
man would do under the circumstances- heswore
out awarrant, no doubt signingitwith his lefthand,
and Tom Robinson now sits before you, having
taken the oath with the only good hand he possesses - his right hand."
'Xnd so a quiet, respectable, humble Negro who
had the unmitgated temerity to 'feel sorry' for a
white woman has had to put his word against two
white people's. I need not remind you of their appearance and conduct on the stand- you saw them
for yourselves.The witnesses for the state, with the
exception of the sheriff of Maycomb Count); have
presented themselves to you gentlemen, to this
court, in the cynicalconfidencethat their testimony
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would not be doubted, confident that you gentlemen would go along with them on the assumption
-the evil assumption - that all Negroes lie, that aN
Negroes are basically immoral beings, that all Negro men are not to be trusted around our women,
an assumption one associates with minds of their
caliber."
"Which, gentlemen, we know is in itself a lie as black
as Tom Robinson's skin, a lie I do not have to point
out to you. You know the truth, and the truth is
this: some Negroes lie, some Negroes ale immoral,
some Negro men are not to be trusted around
women - black or white. But this is a truth that
applies to the human race and to no particular race
of men. There is not a person in this courtroom
who has never told a lie, who has never done an
immoral thing,and there is no manliving who has
never looked upon a woman without desire."
Atticus paused and tookout his handkerchieEThen
he took off his glasses and wiped them, andwe saw
another'first': we had never seen him sweat - he was
one of those men whose faces never perspired,but
now it was shining tan.
"One more thing, gentlemen, before I quit. Thomas Jefferson once said that all men are created
equal, a phrase that theYankees and the distaffside
of the Executive branch in Washington are fond of
hurling at us. There is a tendency in this year of
grace, 1935, for certain people to use this phrase
out of context, to satisfy aU conditions. The most
ridiculous example I can thinkof is that the people
who ~ u public
n
education promote the stupid and
idle along with the industrious - because all men
are created equal, educators will gravely tell you,
the children left behind suffer terrible feelings of
inferiority. We know all men are not created equal
in the sense some people would have us believe some people are smarter than others, some people
have more opportunity because they're born with
it, some men make more money than others, some
ladies make better cakes than others-some people
are born gifted beyond the normal scope of most
men."
"But there is one way in this country in which all
men are created equal - there is one human institution that makes a pauper the equal of a
Rockefeller, thestupid man theequalof anEinstein,
and the ignorant man the equalof any collegepresident.That institution, gentlemen, isa court. It can
be the Supreme Court of the United States or the
humblest J.P. court in the land, or this honorable
court which you serve. Our courts have their faults,
as does any human institution, but in this country
our courts are on the great levelers, and in our
courts all men are created equal."

"I'm no idealist to believe firmly in the integrity of
our courts and in the jury system- that is no ideal
to me, it is a living, working reality. Gentlemen, a
court is no better thaneachrnan ofyou sitting before me on this jury. A court is only as sound as its
jury, and a jury is only as sound as the men who
make it up. I am confident that you gentlemen will
review without passion the evidence you have
heard, come to a decision, and restore this defendant to his family. In the name of God, do your
dutf
DWI CLOSING ARGUMENT VIGNETTES
1. Failing Field Sobriety Tests.
Soon we will be watching the Olympics again. We will see
the best of the best. These young men and women train their
entire lives for these events. Imagine the gymnast competing
for the gold medal after having practiced every day of her life
for four years. During the first year of practice the young gymqast gets better. During the second year she gets even better.
And the same is true for the third year and fourth year. Perfection isachieved. Every practicesession bringsmore confidence
and more skill. And then when we have the real competition,
the gymnast makes her run, hits the ramp andlaunches herself
up to the horse and misses. What has happened to make this
one day different? The answer is fear and nervousness! It's
important to remember that Billy Bob had never practiced
FST's. It is important to remember that fear and nervousness
affected him more so then the fear and nervousness that affected the gymnasts. (Credit to Steven Jones of Boston.)
2. Prosecutor Claims that Billy Bob's Good Performanceon
FST's was Because of a High Tolerance.
"Can you remember way back when you were young and
some smart aleck would try to tdk you out of your money by
tricking you on a rigged coin toss. Remember they would say
'heads I win and tails you lose.' This trick was unfair and it is
just as unfair as the prosecutor's argument that Billy Bob did
well on the police motor skill coordination exercises because
he has a high tolerance to alcohol. That's not fair because the
only evidence we have in this case is that Billy Bob performed
the exercises just like a sober person would. Think about it,
carried to its logical extreme, no person could ever pass the
exercises because of sobriety just a no person could ever win
the coin flip."
3.Billy Bob's ObjectiveSymptoms ofSobriety do not Match
BreathTest Results.
"Edward X. Delany, the tough New York City Homicide
Detective from Lawrence Sander's 'Deadly Sin' television series, always cautioned his Tmops: 'If you can't explain aU of the
evidence, you haven't explained any of it:"(Credit to Barry
Simons of Laguna Beach, CA.)

***
"If it looks like a dnck, quacks l i e a duck, and walks like a
duck, it isa duck. Billy Bob lookedlike he was sober, talked and

walkedlikehe wassobel: Believe your eyes, hewas soher"(credit
to Barry Simons of Laguna Beach, CAI.
4. Breath Test Machine Working When Tested But Maybe
Not When Your Client Was Tested.
"Even a broken clock appears to work twice a dayn
5. .08 Does Not Necessarily Mean Intoxication.
"Politics and science are like vinegar and oil in that they just
don't mix. The politics of this case is that the federal government blackmailedyour state with highway funds to change t p
legallimit from .l5 to .10 and now to .08. Politicians canleg~slate that which is not true in science. Science tells us truthfully
that the earth is flat and that the sun revolves around the earth,
but the truth of the matter is that the earth is round and it
revolves around the sun. Sciencehas not said that everyone who
has a .08 is intoxicated:'

***
"There are only 2 kinds of laws: The Laws of Nature and
The Laws of Human Nature. In this case, the laws of nature tell
us that there are simply too many not guilty facts to accept the
breath test. It's tellingus there are too manyvariables andsources
of error to believe the breath test results beyond a reasonable
doubt to label someone a criminal:'(Credit to Barry Simons of
Laguna Beach, CA.)
6. The Breath Test Machine Is Owned and Solely Possessed
by the Government and that Neither the Defense nor the Non
Government Scientific Community has Access to it.
"Research by supporters and manufacturers of the breath
test machine have shed much darkness on the accuracy and
reliability of this test. If this trend continues, the probability is
that we will soon know nothing about it at all" [This quote is a
hvist of a Mark Twain quote which can be twisted further to
address standardized field sobrietytest in the same way.]
7. The Breath Test Machine and its Margin of Error in a Flying Environment.
"The government's machine expert says that it has an acceptablelnargin of error of .02, above orbelow, its practice test.
This is a 20% margin of error eitherway with a total swing of
error of 40%. Who is that acceptahle to? Weknow it is acceptable to the government and to the manufacturer who does not
even warrant the machine fit for any particular purpose which
would include breath testing. That margin of error, however,
doesn't have to be acceptable to you. !magineif yon would, that
the same manufacturer of the breath test machine has built an
auto pilot for an airplane the same way it did the breath tester,
and, that this machine is guiding your airplane down for alandingin mountainous terrain,through the clouds,inpouringrain
and in turbulence. Next, the pilot says over the public address
system,'don't worry.folks, the autopilot is flying the plane in
and we accept that'we can be 20% off course to the left, or to
the right, or too high, or too low. It has been a pleasure flying
with you and good lnck.' Is that acceptable to you? Is should
not be just as the breath test machine's ma~ginof error should
not be acceptable to you too."
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8. Your Client Cannot do Standardized Field Sobriety Tests
as Directed.
"The officer says that Billy Bob faiied these police motor
skill coordination tests. These are the tests that are supposed to
measure when a person is abnormal because of alcohol. These
are surprise and unpracticed tests where the officer has a
stranger do unnatural and unnormal things and has to guess
what is normal for that person,"
9. Your Client's Driving Was Good and the Officer Claims
Intoxication.
"The ultimate driving while intoxicated test is the'driving'
and not theinability to do some unpracticed police motor skiU
coordination exercise where fear, nervousness and anxiety unfairly come into play?
10. Liberty and the Government.
"Liberty bas never come from the government. Liberty has
always come from the subjects of it.. The history of liberty is
a history oflimitations of governmentalpower,notthe increase
of it:' [From President Woodrow Wilson]
11. Reasonable Doubt and Religion.
"To fmd Billy Bob guilty,justlike everywitness had to swear
to tell the truth,youshould have no hesitation to put your right
hand on the Bible and swear to the Almighty God tbat he is
guilty?
12. Is the Officer's Lying or Mistaken?
"There's beena lot of conflicts in this case. Alot of conflicts
between the officer and Billy Bob. Simply because there is a
disagreement doesn't mean someone is lying. Rather, it simply
means that there are two people looking at the same thing in
two differentways. It's Billy Bob tbat knows what is normal for
him. He doesn't have to guess about his normal where the officer has to because the officer is judging a total stranger. Just
like we give Billy Bob the benefit of the doubt when we talk
about the presumption of innocence so should you give the
officerthe benefit ofbeing able to make amistake. We don't say
he was lying because we think he was mistaken. He has a lot of
cases and he simply has got some facts mixed up from one of
those cases with Billy Bob's. Moreover, he is simply mistaken
about Biiy Bob."
13.Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson,Presumption of Innocence
and ReasonableDoubt.
"Sherlock Holmes was a great detective because he looked
at every scrap of evidence and he was of the mindset not to
jump to a conclusion just because something lookeda certain
way the first time he saw it. Where Dr. Watson would look at
only all the guilty evidence and point a finger at a suspect,
Holmes would not. Rather, Holmes would look at all the evidence, both the good and the bad. He would then use the good
to eliminate some of the bad, he deduced the real answer by
looking at conflict in theevidence from the evidence and from
a lackof evidence. Holmes, like you jurors, was guided by the
notion of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. He, like you, alwaysapplied the presumption of innocenceuntilitwasremoved
by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Holmes always came to

.
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the correct conclusion because he neither jumped to it like
Watson did and nor did he ignore the evidence of innocence.
Indeed, unless all of the evidence of innocence went away he
would never accuse a person. Under our law, you are to follow
Hohnes' example and not convict anyone until all the evidence
of innocence is negated by proof beyond a reasonable doubt."
14. Field Sobriety Test Scoring Is Not Fair.
"The way the officer scored Billy Bob's performance on the
police motor skill exercises did not seem fair to me. He never
gave Billy Bob credit for any of the good things he did. Rather,
he only gave him points or clues for things he did not perfectly
do. Seems to me that you have to do perfect on these exercises
otherwise you fail. Let's think about tbat a minute. Imagine if
you would that your child comes home from school and says
'Mom and Dad, I failed physical education with a 90% score.' I
know you would be shocked, just as you should be shocked
that the officer uses an unfair grading system on these unpracticed surprise police exercises. In school, you got an 'A' if you
scored above a 90%, you got a'B' if you scored above an aO%,
you got a 'C' if you scored above a 70%' you got a 'D' if you
scored above a 6046, but you only failed if you got lower then
tbat. An 'A' was excellent, a 'Bkas good, a%' was average, a'D'
meant you needed to work harder, and, anCF'meantyou failed.
There is no way you would accept failing your child if he earned
an'excelleut', 'good' or 'average'score just as there is no way you
can accept as fair the way the officer graded Billy Bob in this
case.
15. Prosecutor says to Lookat Only the Guilty Evidence.
"Thewhole isnever greater than thesum of itsparts."(Eudid,
The Elen~errts320 KC.)
16. Police Officer Credibilityv. Citizen Credibility.
"It was not so long ago that a great American stood at the
steps of the reflectingpond infront ofthe Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D L , and made a speech whose words forever
changed the way we think Dr. Martin Luther King shared his
dream that someday we would aU be judged not by the color of
our skin, but by the content of our character. I have a dream
too! I dream that someday, in an American court, that a witness will be judged not by the color of his uniform, but by the
content of his character." (From John Henry Hingson, 111, Oregon City, OR)
17. Measuring Reasonable Doubt.
"lurors arelike carpenters with rulers and measuring tapes.
You must measure all the pieces of the evidence to see if they
reach beyond a reasonable doubt. Just like an 11-inch piece of
wood will not fill a 1-foot space, so too does the evidence in
this case fail to span the distance needed to get beyond reasonable doubt.No evidence can be presumed to fillaspace to bridge
the gap to beyond a reasonable doubt. Indeed, you may only
presume tbat Billy Bob is innocent and you may not presume
anything else."

***

"There is nothing so important in this life as there is in defending the right of a parent to keep their child in their family.
Our law says that to take a chid from a parent that an incred-

ible amount of evidenteis necessaryto show that the child is in
danger and that the parent is unfit. Dnring the jury selection
process, I want to remind you that many of you said that you
would require the sureness of the evidence to b e 3 . Here,
it is so important for you to remember that beyond a reasonable doubt requires more evidence than that to convict a person of a crime and to label them a criminal from that day forward to kingdom come (see attached jury deinonstrative evidence exhibit on levels of proof) then it would to take a child
away from a parent:'

***

Reasonable donbt can be likened to a temperature gauge on
an oven that you are cooking dinner in. If the temperature is
not high enough, the meat will be under cooked and unfit to
eat The same is true for reasonable doubt because if the evidence has not reached the required temperahire then there can
be no guilty &ding. Absent the temperature reaching a specific number of degrees getting beyond reasonable doubt, the
only legal verdict that remains is not gnilty.
18. There is More to the Evidence than You Thought.
"There is a lot more to the evidence than the government
wants you to see. At first blush, you might think that the government proved guilt just as you might think that there are only
nine squares in this picture of squares behind me. Careful examination, however, shows that there are many more squares.
So too, there is a lot niore to the evidence then the government
gives you credit to see. This case is filled with reasonable doubt
evidence and it is there if you will only look for it. Indeed, just
as you can see that there are 14 squares, you can also see the
evidence of reasonable doubt if you will only look for it (see
attached jury demonstrativeevidence e~hibit).~
(From Tommy
Kirk of Huntsville, AL)
19. Learning Reasonable Doubt From My Daughter.
I thought 1 knew what reasonable doubt was until I was
taught its real meaning by my young daughter. Let me share
this teaching s t 0 7 with you. You see, my daughter has always
had a habit of coming into the house through thekitchen back
screened door and slamming it as she entered. I can't tell you
how many times1have asked that 10-year-old to not slam that
screened door. Well, one Sunday afternoon I was reading in the
living room and I heard her In the kitchen and then I heard
that door slam again. It xvas so loud I about jumped from my
chair. I called to her to stop sla~niningthat door.
To my snrpl ise I heard the door slam again. Angry as a hornet that had itsnest disturbed, I jumped up and headed for the
kitchen. Once there, I confronted my childand said"howmany
times have I told you not to slem that door? Didn't you hear
me yell at p u a minuteago not to slam it and yo11 did it anyhow?" Seeing the fly swattel on thecounter, 1picked it up and
was ready to spank her. She claimed innocence, but I just did
not beiieve her. In fact, the more she protested, the more I got
angry because I knew she was lying. Indeed, I told her that lying was just going to make it that niuch harder on her which
made her cry all the more.
Finally the time had come that 1going to apply the swatter

to her bottom as she lied over my knee. Incredibly, just as I
raised my hand with the swatter in it, the door slammed again.
I could not belie\.< it! It was the wipd! Whether or not she had
actually slammed the door was no longer the issue. For me, I
had a reasonable doubt and could not spank her for fear that I
would be punishing her for something she did not do. From a
reasonabledoubt analysis, everythingin the begini~ingpointed
to her slamming the door to such a degree that I simply would
not listen to her words of "not guilty'! I waswrong for presnming her guilty and not presuming her innocent just because the
preliminary evidence stiggested she was. In this case, you would
be just as wrong as I was for yon to p r e s u m e M r . guilty
of DWI just becausefhepreliminaryevidencesuggestedhe was.
Under the facts as I described my daughter's situation to you, if
you would have not spanked her then you cannot find Mr.
guiltyof DWI either. Just as you andlwould have
felt terrible if I had punished my daughter and thereafter heard
the door slam because of the wind, you can avoid that feeling
by rememberiug the presumption of innocence and presuming what Mr.
told you as true. (Credit to Flem
Whited, Daytona Beach, EL)
20. Reasonable Doubt: just as sure as if you saw it.
Reasonabledoubt is that feeling that you would have where
you actually saw the event and that you were absolutely positive as to what happened. Accordingly, where you were not a
witness to the event, then a reasonable doubt would he having
the same feeling that you would have having only heard the
evidence, but felt as absolutely positive ahout it just as if you
have actually saw it yourself.
21. Reasonable Doubt: so you want to be a millionaire?
Reasonabledoubt is that feeling of hesitation you would have
if you were making an important monetary choice as a game
contestant on the t.v. shorv"Who Wants to be a Millioiiai~e".
For example, imagine you ale the contestant and you have already won $500,000.00. This money is yours and uo one can
take it from you. There is another $500,000.00 for you if you
get the nest answer correct. As for this question, you have narrowed the answer down to two choices. Of course, one choice
is correct and you win a million dollars and one choice is wrong
and you walk away with nothing. Beyond a reasonable doubt
then is where you are beyond a feeling of risk with the money
yon've already won and youchoose an answer because you are
more than clearly convinced that you are right. Said another
way, not being beyond a reasonable dateis where you decide not
to risk the money you alleadywon and yougo home with it.
22. The Presumption Of Innocence And Exculpatory Evidence Cmnot Be Ignored.
'When a community looks only for evidence of guilt and
ignores or suppresses all contradictory evidence, the ~esultis a
witch hunt. And a witch hunt was developing in Salem as the
community felt itself so beset by evil that it was no longer caby Chadwick
pable of peiceiving tl1egood."(1.VitdicrftarSal~1i
Hansen.)
23.You Can Be Wmng In Your Conclusion Even If You Are
Right In Your Facts.
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know what isnormal for him. The great truth in this case, God$
Every person has a right to have an opinion. Indeed, they truthin this case, is that Mr.
aud the citizen friends
even have a right to be wrong in their opinion. However, no and family members who testified before you wele not strangone has a light to be w o n s i n their facts.
ers to M r . , and that they did know what was normal
**,
for him. [A take-off on Atticus Finch's closing argument in To
So it was the 6-year old son ran to his father, the farmer, in KiUA Mockingbird)
the field and said, "Dad, come quick, Dale, our cook, and Roy,
LITTLE STORIESTO RIDE
the h i d hand, are acting crazy in the hay loft in the barn. They
bothhave their pants pulled dowuand I think they ale going to
FROM THE CODE OF THE WEST
go potty on the hay." The father leaned down to his son and
Timinghas a lot to do with the outcome of a rain dance.
(Have exhibits ready and R. 803(18) cross-examination
told him to calm down and said, "Son, I think yon are right in
articles ready.)
your facts, but wrong in your conclusion. Dale andRoy are not
Never take to sawin' on the branch that's supportid you,
going to potty, but they are going to make hay." (Credit to
unless you're bein' hung from it.
Charles Sifers, Oklahoma City, OK.)
The easiest way to eat crow is while it's still warm. The
24. Undermining The Government's Attempt To Make
colder
it gets, the harder it is to swaller.
Symptoms of Intoxication Fit Your Client's Normal.
If it don't seemlike it's worth the effort,it ptobably ain't.
4.
I want to tell you a story that dates back to jolly old England
(Kemember, you don't have to ask questions on cross.)
to the time of King Richard the Lion Heal t. It was at that time ' If you get to thinkin' you're a person of some influence,
that a famous archer rode into a town square, and was amazed
try orderin'somebody else's dog around. (Be humble and
to see many targets set up, and at the dead center of each, an
honest as it gives you credibility.)
arrow in a perfect hull's eye. There were targets everywhere. 6. Good judgment comes from experience, and a lot of that
Targets were in fields, high in trees, on the sides of buildings
comesfrom bad judgment. (Do not be afraid toefail bif
and barns and in each onewas an armw exactly in the center of
- take a risk to learn and succeed.)
the bull's eye. The archer stood in the ceuterof thetownqume, 7. Generally, you ain't learnin'nothin' when your mouth is
and he called out to ask who had done this. People gathered
a-jawid
alound, and said it was not such a big deal. On the contrary,he
Makin' it in life is kinda like bustin'broncs: you're gonna
protested, he was the most famous archer in the land, and he
get thrown alot. The simple secret is to keep getting'hack
could not do this. Who had done this?! The viIlagersIaughed
on. (Keep experimenting and keep trying.)
that it was the work of the village idiot, The archer demanded 9, No matter where you ride to, that'swhere you are.
to bepresentedto this"idiot".Whenlvillage idiotwas brought lo. Some things ain't funny. (Something to remind a police
forth, the archer apologized for the villagers' lack or respect
witness on cross when they smile.)
and bowing low, begged to know how the idiot had achieved
You can just about always stand more 'n you think you
such accurate aim. =It is simple," the idiot shrugged. "First I
can.
shoot the arrow. And then I paint the target around it." Ladies l2 The best way to keep your word is not to give it foolishly.
and gentlemen, when you look at the evidence which the po(Keep your credibility with the jury,)
lice ha= provided in this case, the arrows came first (Credit 13, Never miss a good chance to shut up. (Remember not to
to Joshua Karton of Santa Monica, CA.]
ask that one question too many on cross.)
25. CockyAnd Overconfident Prosecutor And Police 0f- 14. You don't need decorated words to make your meanin'
ficers That The Jury Will Believe Them.
clear. Say it plain andsavesome breath for breathid (This
is great advice for final argument.)
The prosecutor and his police witnesses have presented
themselves to you in the cynical confidence that you would not 15. Honesty is not somethin' you shonld flirt with -you
should be married to it. (A trial rule never to forget.)
disbelieve them, confident that this jury would go along with
The cowboy who exaggerates too much soon finds that
them on the assumption - the evil assumption - that all pereveryone else has left the campfire. (Forgetting this trial
sons arrested for DWI are basically immoral beings and cannot
rule
is a short cut to a guiltyve~tfict.)
be trusted to tell the truth. Moreover, they push that evil asNo
matter
who says what, dont' believe it if it don't make
17.
sumption as to also include that the family and friends of Mr.
sense. (Argument: something to remind your jury about
,will come here and lie to yon. The government lawthe state's case.)
yer had no moral right to try to personally attack the character
If you find you're drinking most of your entertainment
of these people for they are just like you and me, they are just
out of a can, it's time to look for your fun elsewhe~e.(Repeople who simply came to tell you what they knew and
member, you have to be healthy to bea good lawyer.)
thought.
19. If you lead somebody around by the nose, it don't say
Welljurms, we know that it is not right for police witnesses
much for them. It says even less for you. (Argument: do
to take that kind of attitude. Indeed. we know that the truth is
1not insult your .
jury. by. not -giving them credit for thinkthat not everyonewhase is accused of a crime lies. The truthin
ing- let them knowyou trust them3
this case is what Mr.
told you. The truth in this
case is that the officersarestrangersto Mr.
and don't

....

-
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20. You can't weigh the facts if you've got the scales loaded
(Conceited or volunteering information officer.)
down with your opinions. (Argument: eve1y person has 35. They ought to hire him to keep thewindmill goid (Cona right to be wrong in their opinion, just not wrong in
ceited or volunteering information officer.)
their facts.)
These cowboy truisms came from the book Cowboy Slang.
21. Howeverone-sidedaman may be, hewill haveothersihs
if you look hard enough. (A good point to make during
IN SUMMATION
voir dire.)
Put your fears aside and be the real and only you. Life is too
22. The purest metal comes out of the greatest heat. (Look short to fear any of it to the degree you hold yourself backfiom
into your heart.)
giving 100% of who you really are. Do not fear showing your
23. It's easy to see things you'relookidfor. The trickis to see enlotions. Indeed, strive to do just the opposite by exposing all
things yau're not lookin' for. (Argument: a gleat quote your heart and feelings.
for reasonable doubt.)
Always remembei the jury is hard-wired for apersottal story
24. Watch about sayin'% can't be done." SomebodyS; liable and wants to hear one. Thisstory must be toldin onlinaryxvorcts
to inte~ruptyou bydoin'it. (Trial rule: those who"do"do, and have a beginning, a middle, and one undeniable concluthose that"tryWoftenfail- tell yourself that you will win.) sion. Your job is to tell the jury their story and make them a
25. Don't squat with yer spurs on. (Rule of life: think before part ofit. It must be toldin the presenttense where you deposit
you do!)
into their laps and consciousness the responsibility for providThese cowboytruisms came fiom the booksDotr'tSqtrat with ing the one and only ending, that is, that Biiy Bob is not guilty.
Yer Spurs On! I and 11.
In doing so,your persurd story must be one that does not belong
only to you, but rather,to the client, to the jury and to you
He
had
callouses
from
pattin'
his
own
back.
(Conceited
26.
where you equally and sin~ultaneouslyexperience it together.
officer.)
story rilurtbe toldfront your
27. One of then1 fellars that thinks the sun comes up specifi- Finally, tllepersonal ar~dpnssio~~ate
heart in words painted in the rainbow of colors from your true
cally to hear him crow. (Conceited officer.)
28. He was plumb weak north of his ears. (Mot so smart of- feelings. In the end, it is a story that to be effectively told must
be free of fear and come from your soul.
ficer.)
29. So narrow-minded he could look through a keyhole with
I. GARY TRICHTER ofices in Horrstor~,
both eyes at the same time. (The officer who makes no
Te!\nrI~rpracticeforZOyeors, heisco-author
mistakes.)
of the two volumes treatise etrtitled Tevns
30. So dlunk he couldn't hit the ground with his hat in three
Drmk Driving Low (4th Edition). He has
tries. (The officer who ova ly exaggerates Billy Bows conwritten over 40 jollrnal articles, /has
dition or theDWI Defendant who ought to plead his case.)
hn~rdledmses ill 20 shttes a d lectured it1
31. So dumb he couldn't teach a hen to cluck. (Not so smart
five catrntr ies, 25 states atrd the District of
officer.)
Colritnbin. He is on the Bonrd of Regents
32. Heain't got sensehaugh tospit downwind. (Not sosmart
for tlte Natior~alCollepe for DUI Defense
officer or the judge.)
33. He ain't 'zactly tongue-tied when it comes to makid chin n ~ tlteBonrd
~ d
ofDirectorsfor the Texns Criminal DefenseLawyers
music. (Conceited or vofnnteeting information officer.) Association (TDCLA). Gary ispnst clznirmnn oJNACDLS Dnoik
34. She shore was in thelead when tongues were handed out. Driviirg Cornnrittee.
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Appellate Relief
On January 23*, Stwen R. GreenofAthensobtained a r
d
of the trial court's denial of a pretrial writ of habeas corpus
from the 12" Court of Appeals in 3 l e r for the ckrges of
intoxication assaultpendingin the 173"ludicialDistrict Court
of Henderson County. Tudor was originally indicted for two
counts of intoxication manslaughfer and two counts of
intoxication assault arising from a traffic accident. The State
tried Tudor first on the two intoxication manslaughter cases.
The jury acquitted him on the indicted dmrges as well as the
lesser ineluded offense of DWI.
Sue Korioth of Dallas obtained a reversal from the Court of
Appeals on a murder case out of Dallas County, The case was
tried by Tom Mills and Christie Williams. The Court reversed
for improper jury argument and remanded for new jury
sentencing,Duringthe trialithe prosecution contiuuallyasked
defense witnessesahaveyou heard" questionsaboutpsiorabuse
of victim. Witness all answered "no" to those questions. Trial
attorneys objected duringthese questions and tried to find out
haw the prosecution had a good faith basis for asking the
questions, The State had a big stack of CPS rewrds, hut
wouldn't give them tatrialattorneys, Thejudge denied defense
counsel access to the CPS records, and would not even allow
them to be included as part of the appellate record, In
argument, the State, over objection, was allowed to argue that
the defendantwas also guilty of prior abuse of bath the wife
and thechildren. State has filed PDR.

CharlesRichreceiveda notguiltyverdict from a Dallas County
jury in an Assault/FamilyVialence case. This washis first jury
trial ever.
On February 21Y,TCDLA board member, Eric Albritton,
received a not guilty verdict from a Titus County jury for a
client charged withmurder.
On February 4:' Glenn Adwns received not guiltyverdicfsfrom
a jury for a client charged with attempfedmurder,aggravated
assault and assault.
On February 13" Joseph LaBella received a not guilty verdict
from a Montgomery County jury for a cli~ntcharged with
POCS

CoastalBend CriminalDefenseLawyers Association
Meeting Schedule

January 16,2002, The Honorable Judge James Klaga, Local
Rules &Implementing Senate Bill 7
Pehuary 20,2002, Randy Mack, Esq., Speedy Trial Act: Is it
dead?
March 20,21102, Doug Mann, Esq., Texas Sentencing
April 17,2002, Jose Gonzalez-Palla, Federal Public &Fender,
Not Guilty Verdich
Federal Sentencing Guidelines Overview
Paul Holloway received a not guilty verdict on February 2atb1 May 15,2002, Douglas Tinker, Esq.. A View from the
from aHale Countyjury. It took thejury 45 minutes to decide
his client, charged with 1" degree murder, to agree with the Palm Trees
selfdeEenseissuespresentedattrial. The jury ignored twolesser June 19, 2002, Roxana Lecocke, Breath Test Technical
Suporvisor, Intoxilyzer 5000
included offenses requested by the State.
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INTRODUCTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS PROCEEDINGS
AND DISCHARGE DEFENDANT
The following motion was successfally used to obtain a dismissal of a Motion to Proceed
to Adjudication of Guilt when the State filed the motion prior to the expiration of the
probationary period but failed to obtain a warrant before the probation expired. Te same
argument would apply to a motion to revoke regular probation.
NO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS
VS.

5
5
d
5
5

IN THE CRIMINAL DISTRICT
COURT
COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION TO DISMISS PROCEEDINGS AND DISCHARGE DEFENDANT
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:

, Defendant, and respectfully asks this Court to dismiss
COMES NOW
the proceedings pending against Defendant and to discharge Defendant from probation for
the following reasons:
I.
,Defendant entered a plea of nolo contendere to the indictment in
On
this cause and was placed on deferred adjudication probation for a period of ten years.
On

11.
t h e State filed a Motion to Proceed with an Adjudication of Guilt.

On

111.
,Defendant's period of probation expired.

IV.
District Court issued a capias for Defendant's arrest
On
,the
based on the State's Motion to Proceed with an Adjudication of Guilt. No ca ias or warrant
was issued for Defendant%arrest prior to the expiration of Defendant's probation period.
V.
The deferred adjudication statute states that "[oln violation of a condition of community
supervision. ..the defendant may be arrested and detained as provided in Section 21 of this
article." TX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.12 Sec. 5(b). Section21 says that "[alt any
time driringtheperiod of community sztpervision the judge may issue a warrant for violation
of any of the conditions of the community supervision and cause the defendant to be arrested."
TEX. CODECRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.12 Sec. 2l(b)(emphasis added). There is no statutory
authority for a probationviolation warrant to be issued after the expiration of the period of
community supervision as was done in this case. In fact, if the udge has not proceeded to an
adjudication of guilt before the end of the community supervision period,"the judge shall
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dismiss the proceedings against the defendant and discharge him." TEX. CODE GRIM. PROC.
ANN, art. 42.12 Sec. 5(c).
VI.
The deferred adjudication statute creates a jurisdictional prerequisite to the revocation of a
deferred adjudication probation which is the issuance of a warrant befbre the end of the
probationary term. As the Court of CriminalAppeals explained in Prior v. State, 795 S.W.2d
179,184 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990):
[W]e hold that a trial court has jurisdiction to revoke deferred adjudication
probation.. .after the probationary term has expired, aslong as both amotion
allegingaviolation of probationary terms is filed and a capias or arrestwarrant
is issued prior to the expiration of the term, followed by due diligence to
apprehend the probationer and to hear and determine the allegations in the
motion.
The filing of a motion to proceed with an adjudication of guilt before the end of the
probationary period is not enough, by itself, to invest a trial court with jurisdiction to revoke
probation after the probation has expired. It haslong been the rule that
The mere fact that a motion has been filed during the probation term alleging
a violation of the conditions of probation will not authorize revocation after
such term has expired, Only the court's action authorizing the arrest of the
probationer, followedbydiligent effort to apprehend and hear and determine
the claimed violation, can authorize revocation after the probation term has
ended.
Prior v. State, supra at 183-84 (quoting Stover v. State, 365 S.W.2d 808,809 (Tex. Crim. App.
1963); accord Langston v. State, 800 S.W.2d 553,554 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).Any discretion
this court has to revoke probation ended upon the expiration of the probation term without
both a motion to revoke being filed and a capias being issued based upon that motion. See,
McBee v. Stlite, 166 Tex. Crim. 562,316 S.W.2d 748,749 (Tex. Crim. App. 1958).

VII.
The failure of the District Court to issue a capias or warrant for the Defendant's arrest prior
to the expiration of the probationary period deprives this court of jurisdiction to take any
action concerning the Defendant's probation other than to dismiss the proceedings against
the Defendant and discharge her from probation.
FOR THE ABOVE REASONS, Defendant respectfully requests that this motion be granted.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert N. Udashen, PC.
Bar Card No. 20369600
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Gary A. Udashen
Bar Card No. 20369590
MILNER, SORRELS, & UDASHEN
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
,20-,
a true and correct copy of
On this -day of
the foregoing Motion to Dismiss Proceedings and Discharge Defendant was delivered to the
District Attorney of
County, Texas.

Robert N. Udashen, P.C.
Gary A. Udashen

NO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS

5

IN THE CRIMINAL DISTRICT

§

5

VS.

§
§

COURT
COUNTY, TEXAS

ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS PROCEEDINGS AND DISCHARGE DEFENDANT

On this day came on to be heard the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Proceedings andDischarge
Defendant and the Court, after considering same is of the opinion that said motion should
be GRANTED.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Defendant's community supervisionperiod is hereby
terminated, the Defendant is discharged from probation, and all proceedings in this cause
are hereby dismissed.
SIGNED this

day of

JUDGE PRESIDING
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SUPREME COURT
The Supreme Court handed down nn criminal or habeas corpus opinions in February
2002.
On 2/15/02, Court granted cert. in Miller-El v. Cockreil, No. 01-7662, on the issue of
whethertheprosecution had apewasivepolicyofexcluding African-Americanskom juries.
Evidence presented at an evidentiary hearing showed prosecutors in Dallas County had a
longpattern oforganizeddiscriminationagainst African-Americans. The Statestruck 10of
1I Blacks on the venire, and the only one they didn't strike said execution was "too quick"
and painless a method of punishment. He told prosecutors theyshou1d"pour some honey
on them and stake them out over a n ant bed.'
FIFTH CIRCUIT

SUCCESSFULBRADYCLAIM: DILOSA v. CAZN, No. 31359 (1/9/02)
Defendant was convicted of murde~inghis wife. He claimed that two blackintruders
brokeinto his house, beathimunconscious, andkilled hiswife. Thestate argued that he was
havingfinancialdifficultiesand that hemurdered hiswife for theinsurance. They also argue
that there was no evidence that anyone else was in the house that night, and there was no
evidence of any other break-ins. In fact, there was an unknown hair around his wife's neck
as~sellasfit~gerprints
that could~rotheident&ed.Therewasalso evidenceofanother bleakin in a nearby home. The trial court denied defendant's habeas petition based on Bmdy
violations. Court holds the state court decision was contraryto Supreme Court precedent
because they focused on the sufnciency of the evidence instead of whether the undisclosed
evidence underminedconfidencein the outcome. The courtalsofound the court'sdecision
was unreasonable, concluding that they were left *with the definite conviction that the
inclusion of the evidence withheld from Dilosa reasonably could undeimine confidence of
any reasonable jurist in the conviction.
UPWARD DEPARTURES: UNITEDSTATES v, CADE, No. 01-20435 (119102)
Defendant had several prior convictions which were not counted because they were
included as relevant conduct Court concluded the defendant's criminal history underrepresented his past criminal conduct,and departed upward. Courtreviewsdecisions from
other courts, and condudes that prior sentences induded as relevant conduct cannot be a
basis for a criminal @tory category departure.
UNLAWFUL SEARCH: UNITED STATESv. HERNANDEZ, No. 00-20682 (1/11/02).
Defendant was observed at a Greyhound busstation, and drew the attention of officers
because she had a new suitcase with no identification tags which appeared heavy, she
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frequentlylooked around as if checking to see if she was being
watched, she was traveling to Washington, D.C. (which
according to the officeris a major drug demand city), and she
appeared anxlous for the bus to depart. Once the suitcase was
placedin theluggagecompartmentthe officerpicked it up, and
pressing on it felt something hard or heavy. They confronted
Hernandez, who ultimately gave consent to search. Trial court
denied the motion to suppress,
findinl:
-- that inevitable
discoverylindependent source doctrine applied, and that an
alternativeline of questioningwas being pursued. Court hasno
problem in finding search was unlawvful, and addresses issue of
consent. Court finds consent was voluntary, but concludes it
was not an independent act of free will. Court also holds the
causal connection between the search and the consent was not
broken, finding that Hernandez would have not have been
approached had the search not been conducted. Judge Jones
dissents.
RULE 60(B) MOTIONS IN CONTEXT OF HABEAS
CORPUS: HESS V. COCKRELL, No. 00-11037 (1125102).
Court discusses the rule of Rule 60(b) motions in the
context of habeas corpus practice. Rule 60(b) motions are
essentially the equivalent of state motions for a newtrial. Hess'
first federal habeas was dismissed as time barred. Court of
appeals then decides the Flanflgari case which holds that for
those state prisoners whose convictions were final for more
than a year prior to the adoption ofthe AEDPA, they would he
given one yearfromthe statute'seffective date to fle their 2254
petitions. Two years after the dismissal, Hess files a Rule 60(b)
motionarguing that thedismissalwas inappropriate;his claims
were not time barred. District Court agrees and state appeals.
AG first contends that aU Rule 60(b) motions are barred in
federalhabeascases because they constitutenothing more than
successor petitions for writ of habeas corpus. Court holds that
while "nothing on their face suggests that Rule 60(h) motions
are to be seen as anything other than successive petitions, we
need not decide here whether there arenocircumstances under
which they would not he because reliefunder Rule 60(h) is, in
any event,unavailableto Hess." Itshould benoted that most of
these Rule 60(b) motions that the Court decries are those that
seek to amend the district court's final judgment.
Rule 60(b) provides 6 alternative grounds for relief: '(I)
mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; (2) newly
discovered evidence which by due diligence could not have
been discovered in time to move for a new trial under rule
59(h); (3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated intrinsic or
extrinsic), misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an
adverse party; (4) the judgment is void; (5) the judgment has
been satisfied, released, or discharged, or a prior judgment
upon which it is based has been reversed or otherwise vacated,
or it is no longer equitable that the judgment should have
prospectiveapplication;or (6) any other reason justifying relief
from operation of the judgment." Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b). Court
holds that the first five bases for relief are mutuallyexclusive of
that sought under subsection (6),the catchall provision. This
does not mean that a Rule 60(b) motion prevents acourt from

granting relief under the catchau section merely because the
motion is not limited to subsection (6). Subsection (6) is
limited to cases of extraordinarycircumstances and changes in
decisional law do not rise to that level. Because Flatrflgflnwas
such a change, rule 60(b) did not lie.
COURT OP CRIMINAL APPEALS
CCA EXPANDS STATE'S RIGHT TO APPEAL PRETRIALISSUB STATEV. MATTHeWMEDRANO, No. 52799, SPA's PDR from El Paso County; Rwersed, 2/6/02;
OfFense: Capital Murder; Trial Court Disposition: Evidence
Suppressed; COA: State's Appeal Disn~issed(98711600 - El
Paso 1999); Opinion: Cochran, joinyd by Keller, Keasler,
Hervey & Holcomb; Concurring Opinion: Johnson; dissent:
Womack, joined by Price; Meyers not participaiiii;g.
, .,. ,
Appellant's motion to suppress the in-court identification
was gmnteda~violativeofthe4~,
5%6", and 14'hAmendments,
as well as Art. I, 55 9,10,13, and 19 of the Texas Constitution:
The State appealed the ruling, and COA dismissed the appeal
for lack ofjurisdiction. COA held that even though the trial
court"s order purported to be grounded in the fedeial and state
constitutions, the evidencewas actually stppressed based on a
.-TRE 403 balancing test, and not on ,the basis of either
constitution, thus, the ruling was not a suppression for
p&po_si?iof TCCP 44.01 (a)('5), which gives the State a limited
right &f&$peal in'driminal cases. SPA's PDR was granted to
seco,&k<e&'&~~&&.. :~+;
:.

. ,

~.

,.., :%*..::;~ .:,.
: '
HELD:': State i&e@ed'to appeal any adwrse pr&rial
a confess&. _or $1:
rulme whiih w ~ r & s ~:&+s+e,
.?...
'.',-..
aUeees,.orthe'
admission. ;e&rdl<ss <f Ghtthir. tli&l'efen'ddnt
trial iourt holds,that the'&ide&e wds ille$Uy bbkinid."
COA based its ruling o n ~ b e ~ , 9 4 0 / 1 6 5 S ~1996),
~ ( ~ ~which
A
held that it lacked juri~dictio~td
consid& a itate's appe8Ifqom
a ruling holding civil deposition testimony inadmiksi& CCA
held the phrase "motion t~ sunpgp;s evidence" in TCCP
44.01(a)(5) was limited to motions which sought to,suppress
evidence on the basis that such evidencewas illegally obtained.
The Roberts defendant complained the evidence was
inadmissible as hearsay, not that' the testimony was ille&ly
obtained. Because the motjbn was not a mdtion to suppress
evidence as contemplated uhdir thestatute, the order granting
it was not appealable. After a lengthy analysis, CCA, after
examining legislative history, other state and federal caselaw
now determines Roberts was erroneous. The purpose of the
statutewas to auowthestate to appeal any "questionable ruling
excluding what nlay be legally admissible evidence." Robertsis
expresslyoverruled. Judgmentisvacated,andcaseis remanded
toCOAsothatitmaydetermine themeritsofthestate'sappeal.
i..

Dissent: If CCA were considering the meaning of
44.0l(a)(5) for the first time, the dissenters might agree that the
statutemeans what themajorityholds. However, to do so now,
after tlie legislature has failed repeatedly to "correct" the
constructionas heldinRoberts,is contrary,not so much to stnre
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court had therefore misapplied TRE 801(d). On its face,
although thiswas notaconstifutionalviolation towhichTRAP
HELD: Before a iuvenile's written statement can be 44.2(a) applies, Appellant argues it should apply because his
excluded for a Pamilv Code violation, there must be a causal constitutional right to call witnesses to support his defense was
implicated. CCA analyzes Supreme Court and lower federal
statement. The statute, Family Code $ 52.02(b), uulike $ cases which hold that the defendant's 1 8 Amendment due
51.095(a), has no independent exclusionary mechanism. process right to present his defense may be violated by
Therefore, if evidence is to be excluded because of a $ 52.02(b) evidentiary rules which are arbitrary or disdroportiomte to
violation, its exclusion must be by operation of TCCP art. their purposes. However, erroneous evideutiaryrdings rarely
38.23(a), which provided that no evidence obtained in riseto thelevel ofdenyingthe fundamental constitutidnalright
violation of the Texas Constitution or statutes is admissible in to present a meaningful defense. The defendant must also
evidence. In prior cases, CCA has held that evidence is not demonstrate that the excluded evidence was important to his
obtained in violation ofauy provisionof law if there isno causal defense. Here, other evidence established, among other things,
connection between the illegal conduct and the acquisition of that the victim was violent, was angrywith Appellant, and had
the evidence. COA relied on Bnptisfe Vie Le, 99311650 (CCA previously attempted to kill him. The excluded evidence was
1999), as the reason for automatically excluding the evidence not crucial and did not prevent Appellant from presenting his
(for failing to take juvenile to juvenile processing center, or defense, thus the trial court's error in excluding it was not of
other enumerated locations), but even in that case, CCA held constitutional dimension. This case is not an example of a rule
that art. 38.23(a) was the proper mechanism for excluding placing an arbitrary or unjustified limitation on an accused's
evidence. Exclusionary analysis under 38.23(a) necessarily right to defend, but rather is a misinterpretation of a rule
required a causal connectiot~analysis. Here, COA did not (prohibition against hearsay) that is a valid limitation on the
consider whether such a causal connection existed. Thus, its defendant's evidence when it iscorrectly applied. CCA says it
judgment is vacated, and the case is remanded for further does not yet have to decide the question of whether such a
misiuterpretation could deny due process if it infringed on an
proceedings.
interest of a defendant so heavily as to deny his right to defeud.
Keller Dissent (no one else joins): An otherwise admissible Because erloneous exclnsion of evidence in this case did not
statement, takeu in compliance with $ 51.095, should not be amount to a denial of due process or other coustitutional right,
subject to suppression because of a failure to notify parents COA's judgment is therefore affirmed.
under $52.02(b).
JUVENILESAPPEALDISMISSEDFORNON-COIMPLINO HARM ANALYSIS POR CONSTITUTIONAL ER- ANCE WITH APPELLATE RULES. LAWANDA LASHAE
ROR WHEN ERRONEOUS EXCLUSION OP EVIDENCE WOODS v. Sfnfe, No. 1889-00, State's PDR from Jackson
DID NOT DENY RIGHT TO PRESENT DEFENSE: CREON County; Reversed, 2120f02; Offense: Agg.Rob.; Sentence: 50
NATELLPOTIER v. State, No. 1542-99,Appellant's PDR from yrs; COA: Reversed (NP - Corpus Christi 2000); Opinion:
Harris County; Affwmed, 2/13/02; Offense: Murder; Sentence: Price, joined by everyone except Womack, who tiled a
10 yrs; COA: Affirmed (NP-Houston [l" ] 1999); Opinion: dissenting opinion.
Womack, joined by Keller, Meyers, Keasler, Hervey &
Appellant was a juvenile when she committed the offense,
Cochran; Price & Johnson concur wlo opinion; Hokolnb
but
was certified as an adult. She pled guilty per a plea bargain,
dissents wlo opinion.
andwasplaced ondeferred for 10yrs. Shealso waived her right
During his trial for killing a guy nicknamed "Wolf' to appeal. A few months later, Appellant was adjudicatedguilty
Appellant asserted self-defense, and wanted to introduce andsentenced to 50 yrs. COA found it hadjurisdiction to hear
evidence that he and a neighbor heard from others in the her appeal, and reversed for a new trial because therecord from
neighborhood that thevictimintended to kill himon theday of the certification heariug was inaudible and thus, unavailable.
the shooting. Appellant argued that the trial court's exclusion State's PDR was glanted to determine whether COA properly
of the testimony preveuted him from effectivelyarguing that he considered an issue involving an adult certificationorder after
had acted under a reasonable belief that deadly force was deferred had been revoked.
immediately necessary to protect himself against Wolfs
HELD. Because Avuellant's eeneral notice of appeal does
attempted use of deadly force. CCA held the trial court erred,
not
comolv with TRAP 25.2(b)(3). she cannot aupeal her
but the errorwas harmless under TRAP 44.2(b), the standard
conviction
for ae~ravatedrobbery. COA had reversed after
for non-constitutional errors. Because COAs are divided on
having
found
it could address the melits of appeal through
which standard applies to similar errors, PDR was granted to
TCCP
art.
44.47(bl
. . the statute concerning adult certification
resolve the issue.
orders. However, this was a plea bargain, and in order to tin~ely
HELD: Exclusion of a defendant's evidence will be invoke the appellate court's jurisdiction, Appellaut had to give
constitutional error only if the evidence forms such a vital properand tilnelynotice ofappeal, TRAP25.2(b)(3) required
whether the statement was automaticallyinadmissiblebecause
Appellant'sparents were not notifiedasmandated by the Code.

-

i
o
her notice of appeal to state either that the appeal
was for a

defendant from mesentine a defense. Here the appeuate court
held the excluded evidence was not hearsay, and that the trial

jurisdictional defect, thatthe appealwas froma ruling on a pre-
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trial motion, or that the trial couit granted permission to
appeal. The rule's notice provision also applies to persons on
deferred. In order to appeal the adult certification order, art.
44.47(b) required her to raise theissue in conjunction with the
appeal ofaconviction for which she was transferred. To appeal
her conviction, she had to comply with rule 25,2(b)(3).
Because she f a i i to do so, she cannot appeal the certification
order in conjunction with her appeal. Because COA had no
jurisdiction to address the merits of the appeal, judgment is
reversed and case is remanded for Further proceedings.
Dissent: COA should have dismissed the appeal but for
another reason. Appellant should have appealed thevalidity of
her transfer from juvenile court before she entered her plea.
Also, TRAP 25.2(b)(3) is not applicable here. Appellant's
"heingplacedonprobationmsplea-bargained:therevocation
and fifty-year sentence was not."
[***Note: CCA did not address the issues actually granted,
namely, whether the timing of the appeal (waiting until after
revocation of deferred probation instead of prior to entry of
plea) precluded COA from entertaining the merits. The State
never raised the issue of non-compliance with TRAP
25.2(b)(3).]
DEATH PENALTY OPINIONS:
MANUEL VASQUEz v' State' No' 73;129' from
County; Affirmed,2/6/02; Opinion: Keller, joined by Meyers,
Price, Womack, Keasler, Holcomb & Cochran; Johnson
concurred m resulc; H e ~ e not
y participating.
Pacts: Appellant and his cohorts, aU members of the
Mexican Mafia, killed Juanita Yharra after breaking into her
hotel room, and tooksome ofher property. They also beat and
tied up her boyfriend, Bazan, who survived the attack and
testified for the State. A ranking member of the Mafia had
placed a hit onYbarra, a drug dealer, because she had not paid
the "dime," a 10% tax on the sale of illegal drugs. One of the
codekndants, Cruz (initially charged with capital murder),
testifiedin return for a 7-yr sentence that the gang had planned
the murder and that Appellant was the one who actually
strangled Ybarra. Results ofDNA testingonblood foundat the
scene did not exclude Appellant as the donor. Appellant's
marriedgirlfriendtestifiedthat she picked up AppeUant shortly
after the murder and he had no blood or injuries on him. A
celhnate of Cruz, Galvan, testified that Cruz told him that
Appellanthadnothimgto do with the crime, hut that he was just
trying to divert attention from himself. Galvan was discredited
because he was also a member of the Mexican Mafia.
Appellant's complaints to the sufficiency of the nonaccomplice testimony, and the legal and factual suflkiency of
evidence rvere all rejected.
Perjured testimony: Cruz testified at trial that he was
arrested on March 19. However, the evidence established that
Cruzwas really arrested onMarch20, so his testimony wasalie.
Appellant claims the State knew that Cruz was lyingbecause a
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cop testified that Cruzwas arrested on the 20U".At closing, the
DA conceded that Cruz's testimony was inaccurate.
HELD: Appellant has failed to demonstrate that Cruzlied
about the date of arrest. At best, it wasprobably just a mistake,
and besides, the State corrected the false testimony at closing.
Also, Appellant bas failed to establish prejudice from the
tardiness of the correction.
Gang Testimony: AppeUant contends that the trial court's
admission of evidence linking him to the Mexican Mafia
violates TRAP 401-404(a), 608,609 &702.
HELD: Gang testimony was relevant to connect &eUant
to a motive for commission of the offense: an allegedlv ganerelated crime. Medina, 4111633 (CCA 19991, cert. denied, 529
U.S. 1102 (2000). Moreover, it was not unfairly prejudicial
because any improper conformity inference does not
substantiallyouhveigh the relevantpurpose of showing motive
for the robberylmurder.
Denial of Motion for Continuance: Toward the end ofvoir
dire (with only 3 jurorsleft to be qualified), the State informed
defense counsel that Cruz would be testifying at trial, and
promised to provide a copy of Cruz's revised statement and the
terms of his pleaagreement. The State orallyinformedcounsel
ofthe terms of the agreement, and that same day counsel filed
a motion for continuance, which was denied. Appellant says
the trial court's ruling on his motion was prejudicial because
counsel: (1) was unable to voir dire 314 of the jury on the
accomplice witness rule; (2) he was surprised by the
introduction of a new theory, namely the Mexican Mafia
motive, and; (3) Cruis credibility was crucial to the
case.
Held: Avoellant has failed to show he was pmiudiced.
Counsel should have anticipated the possibility that Cruz
would hea witness because it is not unusual for a co-defendant
to testify for the State to get a good deal (here, capital murder
reduced toaggrobh ~ 1 7 - ysentence).
r
CCA says counsel knew
all along that State was trying to get Cruz to testify, and could
have voir dired on accomplice witness rule. Also, defense still
had 8 days after State made its announcement to prepare for
Cruz's testimony. No prejudice, therefore no error. Judgment
is affirmed.
MILTON WUZAEL MATHIS v. State, No. 73624, from
Fort Bend County; Affumed, 2/13/02; Opinion: Meyers,
joined by Keller, Price, Womack, Keasler, Hervey, Holcon~b&
Johnson; Concurring opinion: Johnson; Concurring opinion:
Cochran, joined by Womack, Hervey & Holcomb.
Facts: Appellant shot three people, killing two (Travis
Brown andDanielHibbard) and causing theother, a 15-yr-old
girl (Maria Almaguer), to become paralyzed from the neck
down. After the shootings, he threatened the other persons
present (hut ran out ofbullets), rummaged through and set fire
to the home, then stole his dead friendBrown's car. He told his
father to lie for him, then got a fake alibi from his girlfriend,
who eventually told police the truth. Appellant told a fellow
inmate that he wished he had "killed them all." Appellanttook

the stand, first testifying that he was not present during the
shootings, then aftera recess, admitted he had shot Brown, hut
in self-defense, and shot the others after panicking over
shooting Brown. During punishment, the state presented
evidence that Appellant had prior convictions for aggravated
robbery, assault, thefts, and resisting arrest. CCA holds the
evidence was sufficient to support the second special issue.
Failure to instruct on lesser-included offense: Appellant
requested an instruction on manslaughter for the death of
Hibhard because he testified that he had acted recklessly, and
had no intent to kill anyone. He claimed he shot Brownin selfdefense, thenpulled the t~iggerinapanicwhenHibbardturned
around.
HELD. Trial court did not err in failing to charp on
m~nslaughter.Manslaughter is a lesser-included offense of
capitalmurder, thus the firstprongoftheAguilarlRous~eautest
is satisfied. However, and to the "guiltylguilty only" of the
lesser, manslaughter, evidence shows that Appellant was not
panicked or frightened, but that he was calm and calculated
when he shot Almaguer between the eyes and Hibhard in the
head. ApartfromAppellant's testimony, therewasnothingelse
to support such a theoly. A rational jury could not have found
him guilty of the lesser-included offense. Thus, no error in
failing to charge the jury.
Error to allow victim impact evidence: During punishment, the State presented, over objection, testimony ofJanelle
Manning, anurse who caredfor Almaguer, who testified about
the daily medical care she requited and other technical
procedures to keep her alive. She was not allowed to testify
about psychological impact of the paralysis, or her feelings of
pain.
Trial court did not err in allowing Manning's testimony.
Under Mosley. 98311249 (CCA 1998), the testimony was not
victim impact evidence because it did not concern the impact
her death hadon others (obviouslyshe was not dead), and was
not victim character evidence because it did not concern her
good qualities. Manning focused solely on the medical
procedures involvedin her care, thus Appellant's cha~acterization of her testimony was incorrect, and no error was
committed.
Other rejected issues: Voir dire errors, ineffective
assistance of counsel, improper closing statement by
prosecution.
Johnson Concurrence: Joins majority except to point nine,
regarding Manning's testimony. Although Almaguer was a
witness to the offense and a victim, and her testimony and
physical condition were probative of both guilt/innocenceand
punishment, intimate details of her life introduced through
Manning had no such probative value. Manning's testimony
added nothing substantive, thus its admission was erroneous.
However, given the other punishment evidence, the error was
harmless.
C o c h r a ~Concurrence:
~
Joins the majority, and disagrees
with J. Johnson. Thinks CCA should distinguish "victim

impact" evidence which concerns the emotional consequences
on the victim's relatives from 'victim impact'' evidence which
concerns the physical or psychological consequences of the
defendant's conduct on the crime victim himself.
KEHEARINOG ONDEATH PENALTY CASE: DOUGLAS
ALANFELDMAN, No. 73,694, fromDaUasCounty; Originally
affirmed on 11/21/01. Opinion: Cochran.
CCA grauted rehearing on its own motion, andon 2120l02,
withdrew its prior opinion, and handed down a new one also
affirming the conviction and death sentence. The only
apparent changes are the addition of record quotations to
discussion of point nine (venire person Henry's bias) and
deletion of a footnote in discussion of point ten (venire person
Garcia's hias). See the January-Febrnary2002 issue of VOICE
for the summary.
PDR'S Granted in February 2002
1742-01 LOPEZ, RUDOLPH0 02/06/02 S Bexar
Agg.Sexr.Asslt; Asslt; Indecency: NP
1. The Court ofAppealserred in holding that the Appellant
was entitled to impeach the complainingwitness on a collateral
matter first raised during Appellant's cross-examination of the
complainingwitness.
2. The Court ofAppeals erredinholding that evidenceofan
alleged false accusation by the con~plainingwitness of physical
abuse of his mother two years before, was relevant to the
complaining witness's motive to testify against Appellant for
sexually assaulting the complainingwitness.
1790-01 RUSHING, JONATHAN DANIEL 02/06/02 S
McLennan Capital Murder: 050111715
1. Did the Waco Court of Appeals err in holding that Art.
4.18 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure violates the
separation ofpowers clause of the Texas Constitution?
1932-01 TURNER, MARCUS 02/06/02 S Tarrant Capital
Murder: 049///461
2, Does the Court ofAppeals'opinion usurp the role of the
trial court by insisting that the trial court was required to
believe Appellant (and possibly his defense counsel) on the
histoiical fact issue of whether the acceptance deadline had
been communicated to Appellant?
3. Did the CourtofAppenls' opinion relieveAppellant ofhis
obligation to show prejudice- (a) by trampling the trial court's
prerogative to make credibility determinations based on
witness demeanor, and (b) by ignoring Appellant's failure to
present evidence that he would have timely accepted the 35year plea offer had the July acceptance deadline been
communicated to him?
201216-01 CASTENEDA, OCTOVIO 02/06/02 A Hidalgo
Forfeited bond: 055111729
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COURT OF APPEALS
1. Whether a bail bond surety is liable on a bail bond
forfeiture when its principal is deported prior to the time thar
CASE REVERSED BECAUSE OF ERRONEOUS ADMIS.
the principal was required to appear in a Texas court.
SION OF EXTRANEOUS OPEENSE: REYES V. STATE, No.
2. Whether a bail bond surety is liable after executing a bail 13-00-706-CR, 1/31/02.
bond in which the sheriff never releases the principal on the bail
1, this burglaly/sexual assault case, victim testified that
but
the principal to the federal Appellant, her neighbbr, entered her home at night through a
immigtation and naturalization service.
window and penetrated her with his finger as she slept.
3. Whether a bail bond forfeiture fnlal judgment in which Immediately after the victim testified, the trial court allowed
the State, over objection, to introduce as evidence of identity
t h e ~ is
e no remittitur can bear any interest.
2116.01 M A N ~ I , J O N A ~ H A N ~ ~ / ~ ~ whete
/ ~ ~identitywas
A H ~ ~ an
~ issue,
~ ~ testimony
~ O C ~ofWanother
/
woman who
lived
nearby,
and
who
had
experienced
a
similar
attack
several
Intent To Deliver: 056///710
months ea~lier.The woman's husbaud identified Appellant as
1. Whether a court of appeals should review affidavits de the illtruder in the prior attack, Trial court gave a limiting
On the
a motion to
decided
instruction, and both patties referred to the extraneous during
affidavitevidence.
closing. COA holds that because both parties agreed that
1938-01 MENDOZA, PIOQUINTO I11 02/13/02 A Webb identity was an issue, trial court did not abuse its discretion in
Murder: NP
deemingit relevant under TRAP 404(b). However, COAnotes
o f ~ p p e a l erred
s
in holding that the trial court that when the extranous offense was admitted (during State's
~h~ court
pmperly refused to grant AlrpellantXsrequested instluctions case-in-chief),victim had not been impeached. As ~ppellant
to counsel before had not presented his defense (alibi), it was not offered as
regardillg voluntarily waiving his
making hisconfessioll and whether he had been told his rebuttal. The State did not need the evidence as the victim
confession couldbe used for him, giventhe fact that these issues identified Appellant as the assailant when she spoke with the
police dispatcher, and from a photo spread. Also, this offense
were controverted at trial.
was not admissible to rebut Appellant's alibi defense. Thus,
2031-01 SHANKLE' BRUCE WAYNE 02/13'02
COA holds evidence was overly prejudicial under Rule 403.
Aggravated Sexual Assault: 059///756
Moreover, COA holds evidence was harmful under TRAP
1. Does an agreement between the state aud defendant, for 44.02(b) and reverses the conviction. [Good discussion of
the state to allow consideration of another pending charge in extraneous offenses and application of evidentiary rules to
assessing punishment under section 12.45 V.A.P.C., bring the identity issues.]
plea agreement within the meaning of an agreed punishment
PROOF OF KIDNAPING: MEGAS V.STATE, No. 01-00recommendation in Rule 25.2(b)(3), TRAP?
00707-CK, 1/31/02.
2. Was the Court of Appeals correct in concluding that a
To establish kidnaping, the state must prove that the
failure to admonish Appellant about sex offender registlation
restlaint
constituted a significant interference with the
requirements affected asubstautial right of the Appellant in the
complainant's
liberty. No minimum time is required to prove
absence of any record evidence about what the Appellant knew
that
interference,
however. This decision conflicts with the
or did not know about such requirements?
holdings of the Fourteenth Court in Hit~es40///705.
206617-01 ALDRICH, DANA MICHELLE 02/13/02 A
DEFENDANT HAS 5ni AMENDMENT PRIVILEGE AT
Dallas Impersonating a Public Servant: 053//1460
SENTENCING: CARROU V.STATE, No.2-95-467-CR, 1/31/02.
1. The court of Appeals erred in not sustaining either: (a)
Here the trial court told the defendant at sentencing that a
that by accepting ~ppellant'splea of guiltywithout conducting
a"Moonreview," the trialcourtabuseditsdiscretion,or(b) that gniltyplea waivedhisFil%hAmendmentprivilege at sentencing
ifAppellant's trialattorney waivedsuchby not r e q u e s t i n g e and that 1% the judge, expected to hear from him. COAholds
then Appellant was denied the effective representation below that the defendant does have such a privilege and that the
judge's colloquy was coercion. [***Note: this case was
the Strickland and Hernandez level.
originally affirmed, based 011 Court of Criminal Appeals
1555-01
'OHN 02/20/02 (SPA) precedent,thenreversedo~lrehearingafieracontrarySupreme
Tarrant DWI: 023///566
Court opinion and then affirmed again an ~ehearing.Court of
1. Must law enforcement officers intend to detain an Criminal Appeals reversed and now sentencing is re~ersed.]
intoxicated driver within their jurisdiction in order to later
IMPORTANT CASE -SEARCH &SEIZURE: JONES V.
detain him outside their jurisdiction under the "hot pursuit"
STATE,
No. 03-00-00618-CR, 1/15/02.
doctrine?
Officer gets radio call about an undercover buy; sees the
~ C ~ ~~~l~~
2127-01 p E ~D ~ V~I DF, ~ N C I 02/20,02
defendant
who may match a very. vague
T)RXX. R C L I ~ O L
- description of
rv,ri. V J V I I P "
offender. Officer tells defendaut to open his hand and sees a
1. The ~ourtofAp~ealserredin1lold~~g
that a~oliceofficer crack oiue. Defendant aleues that this temuorarv detention is
"
must have reasonable suspicion before he can contact a person unsupported by a particularized
ofofficer's fear,
in public or knock on the door of a person's residence.

'

.
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#l. COA is not convinced that theorder to open the hand is
a search under the Fourth Amendment. Likens it to a
consensual encounter where the officer asks for a Driver's
License.
#2.Evenit ifis asea~ch,thereneed notbe testi~nonythatthe
officer was in the requisite fear. Even if an officer testifies that
the leason for the searchwas nothingmore than routine police
work, the search will pass muster if an objective reasonable
person would be justified in conducting the fiisk or search.

"NOT GUILTY",
"CAST\ DIS~~ISSBD",
"NO BILL",
"HUNG
JURY"

CLASS "A" ASSAULT ENHANCED TO 3RDDEGREE:
STATE V. EAKINS, No. 03-01-00210-CR, 1/31/02.
A defendant convicted of a Class A assault with bodily
injuly may besentenced to a third degree felony if the offense is
~omnlittedagainst a member ofbis household and he has been
previously caivicted of a similar offense. COA here addresses
how that prior can be proven. COA rejects defense contention
that the priorjudgment mustcontaina recitation thatthe prior
offense was committed against a family member and holds that
the State may introduce extraneous evidence to satisfy that
element.
BURDEN OF PROOF FOR PRIOR CRIMINAL HISTORY LOWER THANBEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT,
DESPITESTATUTE:SANDERSV.STATE, No. 06-01-00094CR, 1/25/02.
Though Art. 37.07 inlposes a burden of proof beyond a
reasonable doubt for other offenses introduced at the
punishment phase, COAholds that thisBOP applies onlyto the
other evidence portion ofthe statute, i.e, othernonadjudicated
criminal offenses and does not apply to the defendant's prior
criminal ~ecord.
NO RIGHT TO OPENING STATEMENT AT PUNISHMENT: LOVE V. STATE, No. 06-01-00093-CR, 1/25/02.
COAhoIdsthat the right to makean opening statement is a
right derived solely from statutory authority and because that
statute does not give the defendant the light to make an
opening statement at the punishment phzise, the trial court
commits no error in not allowing it.
NO NEED TO APPOINT COMPETENCY EXPERT FOR
SCHIZOPHRENIC DEFENDANT: GRIDER V. STATE, No.
06-01-00043-CR., 1/25/02.
Though the defendant had a five year history of
schizophrenia, was hearing voices and seeing visions, COA
holds that trial court did not ahuse discretion innot allowinga
pre trial appointment of a shrink to evaluate the defendant for
competencypurposes. COA relies on defendant's testimony at
the hea~ingwhereheseemed to undeistand what wasgoing on
around him at court.
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Question: Why have Texas criminal law practitioners
been using- Baker5 Texas Handbook series since 1982,
( h W e r : Because Taras lawyers find their. specialfeaturs n ~ a k etlten~unique among Term l e g n l m e m h mnferials.)

Here is what some Texas lawyers have said about Baker's Texas Handbook Series:
"Ifind these books overall to be
The handbooks are ... well-organized
" ~ h e s books
e
by Mr. Baker are by far the
the quickest and most efficient
best mearcii tools that an
tool to get directly into
aftortrey can have a t hisher
substantive case h w fhatI havefound.
fingertips to bepreparedfir court.
In ba$icallya one lawyer office,
Nothing is befferthan
T have usedyovr books extensivelyfor
this has substantially improved m y
Mr. Baker%Texas Handbook Series."
evemlyears. Ifind them to be the bestand
research nbility especially
ruickest way to find cases in point in criminal
in tern15 of time involved,"
aw matters ... . It is especiallyhandy when
m a case awayfront home because of their size
"These are an absolute essential for me in preparing for trial."
rnd comoleteness."
"Excellent notes nud wonderful reference materials are contained in each
voltiine. I always have them with me in the corrrhoom."

nd makegreat reference books.
'hey are extreme& usefd on appeal
nd during trial."

I n the 2002 editions you will find statutes i n effectboth
before and after the 2001 Legislative Session, including about 900 statutory amendments
and almost 300 newprovisions, as well as casenotes on court decisions reported through 44 S.W.3rd

Order Form for 2002 Edition
Title
Baker's Texas Penal Code Handbook
The one-volume annolafedPenal Code.

Quantity

Price

Amount

79.00

Baker's Texas Drugs andDWIHandbook
Sfatules and annolalions for various Drugs and
DWl rslaledprovidons of fhe Health and Safety
Code, Penal Code, Tax Code, Transportelion
Code, and Code of Chminal Procedure.
Baker's Texas CrlmlnalPmcedure Handbook
Annolafed Code of Crimlnal Procedure chaplets on
criminal orocedure (doesnot include chanters in
l
~ a n d b & k ~plus
,
Baker's ?exas ~ l i m h a~vljence
provisions 01 fhe Texas Rules 01 Appollafc
Procedure relaling lo criminal cases. (two vcfumes)
Baker's Texas Crlmlnal Evidence Book
Annolafed Code of Criminal Procedure chapters
on ovidence 114. 15. 18. 24. 3Band 391. nlus
Texas Rules bf Evidence in criminal c 2 s .
Baker's Texas Family Code Handbook
The one-volume annotatedFamlly Code.
(PostageB HandllnQ of $4 per volume is included in above prices.)
Ship to:
Plearegi~~e~treetddres~for~hippirlgpurpos

Subtotal
Sales Tax (8.25%*)
Total Enclosed
8 2 % d.r,n.ir~l,rdsn,ol.l.ll.'trra(ll

m,,. Adf".LiIpvrlo<~,..Llrt..

Ir

Irlrlbrn1s

Mail completed form to: Freelance Enterprises, Inc, ,6110Pleasant Ridge Rd. P M B 4663 - A r l i n g t o TX
~ 76016
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